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WORKSHOPTALKS Strikers in China demand own
Unions battle,
workers suffer
by Htun Lin

At Kaiser HMO two unions, Service Employees
International Union (SEIU) and National Union of
Healthcare Workers (NUHW), are battling for the right
to represent 44,000 healthcare workers. This is no ordinary election. It was called after a petition to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) filed by Kaiser
workers who have deep grievances against SEIU and
want to be represented by a new union.
In their war against NUHW, SEIU has already
spent $40 million from a war chest amassed from a huge
dues base, the result of years of membership growth,
often from management-assisted hostile takeovers of
other unions. They have accommodated companies,
promoting no-strike clauses in sweetheart deals with
nursing home chains just to get dues-paying members.

THUGS PRETENDING TO BE A UNION
SEIU is running a thuggish campaign, shouting
down opponents like Dolores Huerta, co-founder of the
United Farm Workers, who talked to workers about
NUHW. Kaiser makes its meeting facilities available to
SEIU to spread their propaganda.
SEIU blankets the workplace with disinformation.
They claim that if the NUHW is voted in, members
would lose existing scheduled raises. This is untrue and
violates federal law against companies trying to affect
continued on p. 3
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by Bob McGuire
A wave of strikes in China that began in mid-May
in auto and continued through the summer is challenging the foundations of China's world-leading production system. Workers striking key auto suppliers,
beginning with the walkout at the Nanhai Honda axle
plant in the industrial city of Foshan in Guangdong
province, repeatedly halted production at Honda and
Toyota plants for days
at a time. Strikers have
been winning substantial wage increases—and
have raised the demand
for independent unions.
Despite confronting
both the wealthiest corporate bosses and the government
authorities—
first of all in defiance of
their official union—the
primarily migrant workers at dozens of major
factories have won wage
increases as high as 50%
Workers on strike at the Honda
on top of their previous
Foshan City, China
pay, which had fallen below subsistence.

A SEASON OF LABOR REVOLT
Workers in China's factories have carried out more
than ten thousand officially recorded wildcat strikes,
walkouts and job actions, each year. The authorities
have typically intervened with an iron fist in support
of capitalist factory owners.
It is not the sheer number of strikes alone that
makes this season of labor unrest in China so remarkable. Police intervened again in this year's strikes,
and thugs from the government-controlled All-China
Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU), physically beat
up strikers at Nanhai Honda in May. But workers
this year have seized a moment when they had more
breathing space and could make their voices heard
because there are doubts among the rulers on how to

control the working class.
Remarks by Communist Party Chairman Hu Jintao in April that it was necessary to "…allow the vast
majority of the people to engage in decent work," provided a little cover for strikers confronting state authority when they could demonstrate they did not have
"decent work."
Honda plants became the focus of the strike wave,
partly because workers there were toiling for very close
to the local minimum
wage despite working in
highly automated and
highly productive factories. Honda, in their
Chinese factories, had
driven down the cost of
labor to 5% of production
costs. Honda drove workers' living standards
down by hiring so-called
"interns" connected to
trade schools. They comprised up to one-third of
Photo credit: China Study Group
the workforce and were
paid even less than the
Auto Parts Manufacturing Co., Ltd. in
minimum wage. Honda
had also eliminated
most of the overtime
that, in a typical factory in China, allowed underpaid
workers to survive. Wages were so low at the Nanhai
Honda plant, that some strike leaders had decided to
quit and seek work elsewhere.

THE NECESSITY OF OVERTIME IS A KILLER
Factory workers—from toy, shoe and garment factories to heavy industry—who need all their overtime,
72 hours a week and up, just to make a subsistence living, might be swept up in this labor movement. Even
workers at elite plants like Foxconn, manufacturers of
high-tech iPods and iPads, had been so pushed to the
brink that their epidemic of suicides has become wellknown—although Apple's Steve Jobs, in a stunning
continued on p. 10

We need your help to continue!

The depth of global capitalism's decay is measured
not only by intractable long-term unemployment and
growing homelessness, by new outpourings of racism
embedded in Tea Party-ism, and by never-ending imperialist wars abroad despite any supposed "withdrawals." It is also measured by the persistent revolt that
these attacks bring forth in humanity's search for an
alternative world.
That is why it has never been more important to keep a revolutionary journal like News &
Letters alive and growing. It is only here where
the voices from below of those fighting for freedom can be heard unseparated from the articulation of a philosophy of liberation that is needed
if we are to succeed in uprooting the dehumanized world in which we live and create a new one
built on human foundations.
The many voices on page 5 in this issue reveal how
Marxist-Humanism is being recreated in Latin America to do battle with those who would put limitations on
freedom; it is seen in people speaking for themselves
as they fight home evictions (p. 8), firings from nursing home jobs (p. 3), and prisoners speaking against a
corrupt prison industrial system (p. 8). And all unseparated from the deepest articulation of the philosophy of
revolution for our age.
From our beginning in 1955, News & Letters has
been dedicated to working out a new unity of theory
and practice. The celebration of 2010 as the Centenary of the birth of Raya Dunayevskaya, the founder of
Marxist-Humanism, has shown that the Marxist-Humanist concept of Archives as "Living Archives," is not
a nostalgic "look back," but a perspective on the future.
We are celebrating those "Living Archives" by
preparing to publish a book of selected writings by

Dunayevskaya on Marx, to present the totality of
Marx's Marxism through the lens of Marxist-Humanism as a contribution to the search for an alternative
to today's dehumanized capitalist society.
We are also determined to keep publishing N&L
as a print publication and online. The number of print
papers that have failed is alarming, and yet their importance is attested to by our prisoner-subscribers,
who make sure that each issue is read by many as they
circulate N&L throughout the prison system. Keeping the paper in print, however, entails considerable
expense on top of our regular ever-increasing bills for
office rent and postage, although our staff continues to
be all-volunteer.
As we have at each point since our very beginning,
we are turning to you, our readers and supporters, to
help us continue. We cannot do it without your contributions—financial as well as in ideas, in your letters,
articles, and bringing us new readers and supporters.
PLEASE GIVE AS GENEROUSLY AS YOU CAN!
News and Letters, 228 S. Wabash Ave., Room 230,
Chicago, Illinois 60604
 Enclosed is my contribution of $________ to help
keep News & Letters going.
 I want to become a sustaining subscriber and will
contribute $________ regularly each month.
 I'm enclosing $_________ for subscriptions to those
on the attached list or as gift subs for prisoners.
Name:
Email:
Address including zip:



Philosophy and Revolution, by Raya Dunayevskaya, is a unique book, both in its original scholarship
and in the rare ability of the author to put the blood
of humanity into what first appeared to be the most
"abstract projections" of Marx and Hegel.
In no other book on the same subject is the reader
made so aware of the inseparability of theory and practice, or of the relationship between the force of
the objective world, on one hand, and that of the
subjective world of human passion and reason,
on the other.
The space of this column precludes a full review,
but I would like to zero in on Chapter 7, "The African
Revolutions and the World Economy." This chapter is
brilliant in its delineation of the birth of the African
Revolutions and in its analysis of what went "wrong"—
both in and outside of those revolutions which have so
grievously denied the African people of their idea of
freedom that they "propounded as an absolute."
In the 1960s the African Revolutions sprang into
being upon a world of ideological pessimism in retreat
continued on p. 8
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Women and Afghan culture in 5 books Toll of abortion wars
The Taliban's recent public execution by stoning of
a young couple–with the apparent willing participation
of their families and neighbors—shocks and depresses
those who support freedom. As Ann Jones writes, "In
Afghan society, the individual counts for little, and
woman amounts to less than that. It's the collective society that matters… If the women…were punished…it
was merely a secondary effect of bringing society back
into proper balance…investigators and prosecutors and
judges…decide cases…on the basis of patriarchal attitudes…" (Kabul in Winter, Picador, 2006, pp. 105-106).
Jones' book and four others recently published
challenge 30 years of external and internal politics
that have left Afghanistan in ruins. Each argues for
listening to and understanding Afghan peoples. Three
Cups of Tea: One Man's Mission to Promote Peace...One
School at a Time (Penguin Books, 2006) and Stones into
Schools: Promoting Peace With Books, Not Bombs, in
Afghanistan and Pakistan (Viking, 2009) describe the
work of Greg Mortenson, a U.S. mountain climber, who
kept his promise to Pakistani mountain villagers to
build the school they had asked for. By 2009, his organization had built 131 schools in Afghanistan, northwestern Pakistan, and Kashmir.
Mortenson, however, sees no contradiction between
listening "with humility to what others have to say" and
working with the U.S. military: his books influenced

WOMENWORLDWIDE
by Artemis

One of many worldwide demonstrations—this one in London's Trafalgar
Square on July 24—demanding Sakineh Mohammadi Ashtiani's freedom and an to end to the stoning of human beings. The sign reads: "Turn
all stones towards the Islamic regime of Iran."

In May 2006 in Iran, Sakineh Mohammadi
Ashtiani, a mother of two, was convicted of an "illicit
relationship" and received 99 lashes. Despite this punishment, the court gave her a new charge of "adultery"
and sentenced her to death by stoning. An international outcry forced the court to grant a reprieve, but she
is still awaiting execution along with 12 other women
and three men sentenced to stoning. Her plight has
provoked international demonstrations and campaigns
against stoning. To sign a petition go to: freesakineh.org.
		
*
*
*
Mothers in the states of Chiapas, Oaxaca, and
Guerrero die in childbirth 70% more often than the national average in Mexico. Indigenous women are three
times less likely to survive childbirth than non-indigenous women. Transportation difficulties cause onethird of indigenous women to give birth without medical help, which is also often too costly. In cities, 40%
of maternal deaths are caused by wrong medications,
botched surgeries, and other forms of malpractice.
		
*
*
*
The International AIDS Conference in Vienna,
Austria, in July, saw a strong presence of sex worker
rights activists, with booths, a networking zone, films,
panel discussions, and participation in the Human
Rights March. They demanded that funders, researchers, and organizations support the human rights of
sex workers, ending police violence, acknowledging sex
work as real work, and changing the U.S. President's
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief so that organizations
no longer have to sign a pledge opposing prostitution.
		
*
*
*
After years of struggle the Domestic Workers'
Bill of Rights passed the New York State Legislature
in June. Domestic Workers United fought for the bill,
the first to protect the state's 200,000 domestic workers, documented and undocumented immigrants. It
corrects the 75-year exclusion of mostly Black domestic and farm workers from labor law protections. It requires minimum wages, overtime pay, and sick, holiday,
and vacation pay as well as 14-day notice or termination pay before firing a domestic worker.
		
*
*
*
On Aug. 17 Dorothy Height died at 98. As a social worker with the Harlem YWCA in the 1930s she
brought attention to the "slave markets" on New York
street corners where white suburban housewives hired
Black women as domestic workers for 15 cents an hour.
She fought to end lynching and to desegregate the
armed forces, and initiated programs in the South to
fight hunger and secure decent housing.

the U.S. military counterinsurgency strategy which
gives schools with one hand and bombs civilians with
the other. Nonetheless, Mortenson projects genuine understanding of and affection for the Afghan people.

THE HORRIBLE SETBACK OF WAR
The Wasted Vigil (Vintage International, 2008),
a magnificent novel by Pakistan-born English writer
Nadeem Aslam, and A Thousand Splendid Suns (Riverhead Books, 2007), by Afghan writer Khaled Husseini, both portray the past 30 years of unremitting war
which destroyed the centuries-old magnificent sculpture, painting, music and poetry as well as the social
structure of Afghanistan itself.
A Thousand Splendid Suns describes how
people first welcomed the Taliban. After living at
the mercy of feudal warlords and endless murderous power struggles, people hoped the Taliban would restore rationality to their lives, an
illusion soon contradicted by the reality of their
ruthless bloodshed. Both novels reveal how the
Cold War exacerbated multi-layered ethnic and
religious strife. Both interweave sensuous beauty persisting in ruins and rubble, and resilient
characters struggling for freedom and dignity.
"Afghanistan had collapsed and everyone's life now
lies broken at different levels within the rubble. Some
are trapped near the surface while others find themselves entombed deeper down…from where their cries
cannot be heard by anyone on the surface, only—and
inconsequentially—by those around them" (The Wasted
Vigil, p. 29).

WHEN AID WORSENS LIVES
Jones' Kabul in Winter is a journal of her work in
Kabul from 2002-2006, aiding women in prison and
training teachers. Jones learned how the "industry" of
humanitarian aid primarily enriches a long "cascading" chain of U.S. corporate contractors, and actually
worsens the life of Afghan people. Although Jones finds
many Afghan women succumb to the male domination
they suffer from cradle to grave, she questions the idea
that Islamic women's status will improve only if women
adopt "advanced" European cultural traditions.
"Western feminists in equally misogynist JudeoChristian societies were not scrapping their heritage
for a foreign model but were fighting for their rights
on their own ground. Why couldn't Muslim women, too,
challenge their own culture?" (p. 145) Jones' widely researched account allows us to grasp the historical and
social complexities of this diverse, multi-ethnic country.
These books, which clarify many social and cultural realities of Afghanistan, can help connect us to those
Afghans building a revolutionary human society.
—Susan Van Gelder

Come to the Raya Dunayevskaya
Centenary celebration in Detroit
The keynote speaker will be Mike Smith,
director of Wayne State University's Walter
Reuther Library, where Raya Dunayevskaya's archives collection is housed. This
meeting, with a theme of "Living Archives
as Ground for Today's Battles," will be free
and open to the public. It will be held
Saturday, September 18, at 2:00 PM
in the library at 5401 Cass Ave., Detroit. The doors will open at 1:00 PM
to give visitors time to see the exhibit, to mingle and have refreshments.
For more information call 313-577-4024 or
312-431-8242.
Also speaking briefly at the meeting will
be Olga Domanski, Secretary to Raya Dunayevskaya from 1949 until Dunayevskaya's death in 1987. Domanski is now the
National Co-Organizer of News and Letters
Committees. Andy Phillips, who worked in
the coal mines during the militant 1949-50
U.S. miners' strike, will also speak briefly.
Phillips is a founding member of News and
Letters Committees and co-author with
Dunayevskaya of The Coal Miners' General
Strike of 1949-50 and the Birth of MarxistHumanism in the U.S.
An exhibit of material from Dunayevskaya's
archives will be on display. The meeting is
co-sponsored by Wayne State University
Walter Reuther Library and News and Letters Committees.
Open discussion will follow the talks.

Dispatches from the Abortion Wars: The Costs of
Fanaticism to Doctors, Patients, and the Rest of Us, by
Carole E. Joffe (Boston: Beacon Press, 2010)
Carole Joffe for the past 30 years interviewed abortion providers and observed their interactions with patients. She states that
far-right fanatics have
a disproportionate impact and that abortion
has become a "stigma."
Women are afraid to reveal that they had one,
and doctors are afraid to
let other doctors know
that they have even had
training in providing
them. For a doctor, the
presence or absence of
support, especially from
other doctors, can make
or break their decision
to provide abortion services. The stigma makes
abortion a controversial subject even in pop culture. It stems from the
U.S. stigmatization of serious discussions about
sexuality which exists alongside its commercial
exploitation. As a result, politicians are able to get
away with proposing legislation against abortion, even
in cases involving the woman's health or life.
Many people feel that laws putting dangerous restrictions on abortion are "moderate." These include
TRAP laws (Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers), which impose requirements going far beyond those
imposed on other medical practices. Informed consent
laws require doctors to lie to patients about the effects
of abortion. Joffe also describes the disturbing results
of restrictions on teenagers.

WOMEN SUFFER WITHOUT ABORTION ACCESS
Clinic personnel and patients have to deal with
physical attacks and harassment from fanatics, causing
clinics to spend money on security measures instead of
healthcare.
Joffe tells enraging emergency room stories of
women whose wanted, late-term pregnancies endangered their lives. Their doctors had to plead, argue,
manipulate, or transfer them to other hospitals to get
abortions. Lack of access to contraception causes higher rates of abortion among poor women, even though
it is also more difficult for them to access abortion. Fanatics have used these higher abortion rates to claim
that abortion clinics have a racist conspiracy to target
women of color and the poor. Escalating a vicious circle,
they use these lies to attempt to cut government funding for abortion and other reproductive health services
including contraception.
European countries that make contraception and
abortion available, and sometimes even free, have lower
rates of unintended pregnancy and abortion. They also
often have national healthcare and childcare, lower infant mortality rates, paid parental leave, and government subsidies for parents.

VISION OF REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE
Americans must consider abortion as "one part of
a larger mosaic of reproductive rights and services, as
women's health advocates in the 1970s understood."
Joffe describes the organizations Sistersong and National Advocates for Pregnant Women that continue
this vision. These are part of the reproductive justice
movement, led by women of color who consider the
right not to have a child as part of a broader struggle
including the right to parent children and control birthing options. Some reproductive clinics include counseling to help teenagers decide what they want sexually
so they can have healthy relationships. Joffe also says
abortions can be normalized by allowing hospitals and
primary care doctors to perform them. This would also
help to erode the simplistic stigma by exposing more
people to the fact that every woman is in a unique situation and has unique feelings regarding abortion and
her reproductive health in general.
This book explains the origins of obstacles to abortion as a pervasive social stigma created by a fanatical
fringe movement and shows how we can improve public
health by destigmatizing abortion and sexuality.
					
—Adele
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Residents support fired workers

it is a community of love that we show our patients and
Oakland, Calif.—A union contract at Piedmont Garour patients show us. Some of them have special needs
dens, a retirement community owned by American
and we know how to give that special care to them. It's
Baptist Homes of the West (ABHOW), expired on April
not just nursing, it's housekeeping, cooking, serving, we
30. By mid-July contract negotiations were stalled. Of
all work together in taking care of them.
the approximately 170 workers in the SEIU-UHW, 160
We promised our residents that they will see us
participated in a five-day strike, after which 37 of them
Saturday
morning. They were waiting. When we could
were "permanently replaced."
not come to give them care, they were heartbroken and
The people who first came to support the strikwe were heartbroken. We
ing workers were the fahave put in years of service
cility residents. One said: News & Letters / Urszula Wislanka
together. Since we have not
"Whether we are in the inbeen there, we hear that our
dependent living, assisted
patients are not getting the
living or skilled nursing, we
care they need daily from us.
understand the labor struggles and we are sympathetic
• Mrs. Rice: I'm here as
with the efforts of the workpresident of the Residents'
ers. Many feel that way.
Council of Piedmont Gar"I know some of the
dens. We have quite a few
people striking: they either
residents out here, supportserve us at dinner, or they
ing you. We sorely miss you.
house-clean for us. Someone
You are an important part of
called a meeting and the
Piedmont Gardens and we
more we talked the more we
don't want to lose you. We
knew we didn't understand
hope you can come back soon
what the issues were.
and we can all live together
"The
administration, Striking workers' signs show how many years they worked for the as a community.
presumably, fired the 37 company, before they were fired for no reason
• I have been at Piedworkers. I just talked with
mont Gardens for 12 years. In
one of the cooks. He has no
those 12 years I have never seen such a mean-spirited,
idea why he was fired."
anti-worker union-busting. We had a strike three years
On Thursday, Aug. 12, the union organized a demago. When the strike was over, we came back to work
onstration in front of Piedmont Gardens to support the
without any further harassment from management.
fired workers. Some of them spoke:
Now 38 workers who have been active in the union have
• I am a certified nursing assistant in assisted liv- been fired, many with 20 or 30 years experience. Some
ing. We love and know our patients. It is not just a job,
have not worked anywhere else. How are we supposed
to pay rent, feed our children or get healthcare? The
fired workers represent over 400 years of service caring for the residents of Piedmont Gardens. Having the
same caregivers over a long period of time is beneficial.
Our residents have expressed concern that having new
people places them at risk. How can the management
continued from p. 1
treat the residents like this?
a dispute between competing unions. One Kaiser flyer
titled "NUHW Members Face Loss of PSP Bonuses" has
the company openly colluding with SEIU. As the SEIU
leaflet put it: "On a conference call with Kaiser employDetroit—At the beginning of the year, there was a
ees Aug. 3, Kaiser Southern California President Ben
brief announcement that NASA and GM had collaboChu confirmed that NUHW members at Kaiser are not
rated to create an improved robot that was named Roautomatically eligible to receive Performance Sharing
bonaut 2, or R2. What is special about R2 is that it has
Program (PSP) bonuses….Chu made it clear that only
five fingers with an opposing thumb with the same dexmembers of unions in the Coalition of Kaiser Permanterity as a human hand.
ente Unions—like SEIU—are guaranteed the bonus as
R2 is scheduled to be launched in September as
part of the national agreement we just approved by a
a permanent feature of the space station now in orbit
94% vote."
around the earth, and will be able to operate every tool
You know you're in trouble as a union member
in the space station. This is a fantastic technological
when union officials brag about how great a bonus they
achievement and should be applauded. Such a robot
"won" for us. Bonuses are given when a union fails to
has tremendous potential to take on an untold number
win a meaningful wage increase. You're in even deepof dangerous and hazardous tasks that would be fatal
er trouble when those same officials declare that they
or unsafe if performed by humans.
"won" a "new contract" with "no layoffs," on the heels of
However, and it is a big however, since GM is ina recent "reduction-in-force" blessed by the labor-manvolved, it is certain to be used in auto plants. Both GM
agement partnership (LMP) itself, with a new stipulaand NASA repeatedly have assured us that R2 would
tion that a "partnership healthcare benefits committee"
not replace humans, only work beside them. But as evwill "review" our benefits package to implement takeery autoworker, every worker, knows, such automated
aways without a membership vote.
technological developments mean they will be used in
This is troubling. SEIU has a track record of makthe production process. This is not a matter of speculaing these kinds of backroom deals which undermine not
tion, for workers know from their daily work experience
only union democracy, but also the wages and benefits
that any time that management finds a way to cut out
of its own members.
workers, they will do it.
All this is not to say that workers should give
Robots are certainly not new in auto or other inSal Rosselli, head of the NUHW, uncritical supdustries. Every time there was a technological developport. Sal Rosselli was there in 1997 when Andy
ment that could increase production, which was usually
Stern launched his LMP at Kaiser. Rosselli turned
accompanied by worker layoffs, they were added to the
on a dime: from criticizing Kaiser's disregard for
continuing automated productive process.
quality care in their healthcare restructuring—
Where there had been thousands of workers on an
an issue crucial to rank-and-file workers—to proauto production line, there are now a handful of workmoting Kaiser as a quality care provider.
ers monitoring computers that control automated maWhen he had had enough of Andy Stern's program
chinery that does what workers had done.
of telling workers to sacrifice our hard-won gains to
But there are limits to what automated production
"help U.S. industry compete" in the global economy,
as it now exists can do. R2 represents a huge leap forRosselli resigned from the SEIU executive board and
ward in the capabilities of robotic production. This kind
tried to pull out of SEIU. SEIU then put Rosselli's
of technological breakthrough has tremendous implicaunion, United Healthcare West, into trusteeship.
tions.
There are many misleading leaflets accusing RosUnlike human workers, R2 does not go on strike,
selli of stealing money from Stern's dictatorial union
does not file grievances, does not fight against unsafe
now run by Mary Kay Henry, who took over after Stern
conditions, does not call in sick, and does not present
retired in April. The controversy and accusations cerany pension or healthcare expense. This is the ideal
tainly involve union money, but Stern himself dramatiworker that management dreams of—under total diccally broke SEIU away from the AFL-CIO, which was
tatorial control with no opposition.
not pro-business enough for him, precisely in order to
R2 is the result of years of teamwork by GM and
gain control of AFL-CIO money.
NASA, with the first Robonaut developed ten years ago.
Many newer workers actually know little of this
The current version weighs 300 pounds and consists of
history and find it hard to make a choice because a true
a computerized torso and head, with two arms and two
workers' union hasn't existed at Kaiser for a long time.
hands. Much more will be known after R2 is deployed.
Though we've seen how "union democracy" has been the
As it is now, the continuing unemployment crisis is
rallying point for oppositions in the past only to see how
generating forces that will be difficult, if not impossible,
much they themselves collude with management when
to control. The growing anger and fear in the families
they get in power, workers who know the history at Kaiof the unemployed is certain to erupt, and can move
ser cannot be neutral in this election. SEIU needs to be
in transformative directions. The introduction of R2s
soundly defeated, while having no illusions about Rosin the productive process would certainly deepen the
selli. "Union democracy" is no replacement for workcrisis. 				
—Andy Phillips
place democracy and the full control over our own labor.

WORKSHOPTALKS

Coming R2 invasion
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Capital on strike

Today capital is on strike even as it wages a twopronged war against workers: automation and forcing
cuts in living standards. In the U.S., 500 of the largest
non-financial
firms
are sitting on a cash
hoard of over a trillion
dollars, yet capitalists
have refused to invest in the real economy ever since
the finance crisis revealed an insufficient rate of profit.
Prevailing economic theorists failed totally to anticipate the financial collapse that triggered the present fiasco two years ago. A year ago they predicted a
turnaround and a steady economic recovery. Now as
capitalists are investing their cash hoard in government bonds, yielding record lows, no one can
ignore the threat of a deflationary spiral, economic stagnation and continued retraction.
Only speculative finance capitalists, a small minority who dominate social production and threaten to
punish any "real economy" capitalist who hires more
workers, are making out like bandits in this environment of almost free money from the Federal Reserve
Bank. The bailed-out finance capitalists are again making record profits after governments bought their bad
assets, adding trillions of dollars to an exploding public
debt, already driven up by the costs of two wars and tax
cuts mainly going to the wealthy.

EDITORIAL

"99ers"—A NEW AND GROWING CATEGORY
Their present drumbeat, repeated by the politicians they own, is that the debt now demands big cuts
in public spending—including cuts to food stamps,
which go to over 40.8 million Americans, and unemployment benefits.
There are 1.4 million "99ers" who have gone without work for over 99 weeks and are cut off from unemployment compensation. Today the total number of
employed is down 8 million from its peak and is at the
level of November 1999.
The U.S. economy lost another 131,000 jobs in July.
Fewer Americans are working now than when the Great
Recession was officially declared over last October. The
official unemployment rate is 9.5%, the real rate is 22%.
Fear of pauperization stalks many who are working.
Companies are again making big profits but
this economic growth is uncoupled from job
growth, and coupled with an unabashed class
war against those still working. Thriving companies making record profits demand takebacks because they can. Since May 300 workers have been
on strike at Mott's, where conglomerate Dr Pepper Snapple is demanding a $3,000 a year wage
cut, and cuts to pension and healthcare benefits.
GM and Chrysler are again making big profits.
Ford is even matching its record profits of 1999. It is
doing so, however, with half as many workers, who are
working harder under labor-replacing technology.

KEYNESIANS OUTFLANKED
The deep structural crisis of unemployment reignited interest in the economic policies of John Maynard Keynes, who taught capitalists in the Great Depression of the 1930s that capitalism would fail unless
government stepped in to put people back to work
through temporary stimulus spending. Today's Keynesians did recognize that President Obama's $800 billion
stimulus package was woefully inadequate.
They have been outflanked by finance capitalists who are ruling the roost, demanding retraction and debt reduction. The Republican Right
agenda in the mid-term elections, aside from attacks on Muslims and immigrants, is to cut Social
Security and Medicare.
Immediately after the crisis, world leaders agreed
to massive stimulus to keep the world economy going.
The surface comity at the June G-20 summit in Toronto
hid tremendous tensions. President Obama had hoped
that all would not retreat from deficit stimulus spending and countries with surpluses like Germany and
China would accept policies that would rebalance trade
and boost demand. The Chinese rulers did not back
down from their mercantilist policies, nor did the German government, whose fiscal retrenchment is tremendously expanding the misery of workers in countries
like Greece, with whom they have a huge trade surplus.
Martin Wolf of the Financial Times (June 16, 2010)
called Germany's attempt to reshape the eurozone
through its premature retrenchment "an act of mercantilist warfare upon the U.S." Keynesians, issuing fighting words like that, have no answer to the inter-capitalist
tension brewing between states except to join the fray.
They forget that what really brought the world out of the
Great Depression of the 1930s was massive destruction
of capital in the total devastation of World War II.
The totality of the present crisis calls for a return to
Marx's philosophy of liberation. Marx predicted today's
total contradictions of growing permanent unemployment and a falling rate of profit engulfing capitalism.
However, what was essential to him was not proving
those economic outcomes but rather working out its
opposite in the struggle of laborers, employed and unemployed, against being alienated from their own labor
and social lives in this inhuman system.

Page 4						

FROM THE WRITINGS OF

RAYADUNAYEVSKAYA
Editor's note: For the centenary of Raya Dunayevskaya's birth, we present excerpts from her March 21,
1985, lecture at the Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs, Wayne State University, Detroit, at the opening
of a three-month exhibition of the Raya Dunayevskaya
Collection (RDC). It will be continued in the next issue. The full lecture is included in the RDC, #8394.
II. The excitement of becoming Trotsky's
secretary and the break with Trotskyism
I am not writing the history of the past in the
future tense. I have no intention of analyzing an
historic personage like Leon Trotsky only as I see him
after my break from Trotskyism. I have always strongly
opposed any rewriting of history. I do not deny that I
certainly considered it the highest moment of my own
development up to that time to have become Trotsky's
secretary and to have been a guard and translator as
well.
Trotsky's contention was that, while Stalin's
Moscow frame-up trials did show that the workers'
state had "degenerated," nothing could change the
fact that it had arisen out of a Russian Revolution,
which had abolished private property. To Trotsky,
nationalized property "meant" that Russia remained a
workers' state, though "degenerate."
I felt the need to prove my conviction that what
had occurred was a total transformation into opposite,
that Russia had turned from a workers' state into a
state-capitalist society.
IT TOOK THREE YEARS before I finished
my study of the three Five-Year Plans from original
sources, set in the context of a new world stage of
capitalism. The Great Depression had collapsed private
capitalism, and had led to statification. Originally, the
study began with a section called "Labor and Society";
but the Workers Party, in accepting the economic
study for publication, though they were bureaucratic
collectivists, refused to accept "Labor and Society."
I had joined with C.L.R. James, who had also
come to a state-capitalist position and had written
a lengthy political Resolution for submission to the
Workers Party. This State-Capitalist Tendency came
to be known as the Johnson-Forest Tendency.
What I had not been aware of at the time was that
"Labor and Society" actually contained what would
also cause, nearly a decade later, the break between
Johnson (James) and Forest (Dunayevskaya), and the
new creation of the philosophy of Marxist-Humanism.
The philosophy that the Workers Party rejected was
based on Marx's 1844 Humanist Essays, which, at the
time I quoted from it, I knew only as Marx's single
article, "Alienated Labor."
When, in the 1949-50 Miners' General Strike,
I again used Marx's Humanist Essays—and my
own activity showed the beginning of MarxistHumanism—C.L.R. James also recoiled from Marx's
Humanism. This first became clear in the final section
of the 1950 Tendency document, State-Capitalism
and World Revolution, written under his direction.
There, Humanism was dismissed as religious and/or
Existentialist.
It was not until three years later—May 12 and
May 20, 1953—that I first broke through on Hegel's
Absolute Idea in my letters to Grace Lee Boggs.
I maintained that the Absolute Idea was not an
abstraction or some sort of call for a God, but that it
contained within it a movement from practice as well
as from theory. This led to the founding of MarxistHumanism in the U.S.
III. The Marxist-Humanist newspaper News
& Letters; its worker-editor, Charles Denby:
his autobiography, Indignant Heart; and the
pamphlets, Workers Battle Automation and
American Civilization on Trial
The decisions, made simultaneously at the very
first convention of News and Letters Committees, were
to have a Black production worker (Charles Denby)
as editor of its paper, and to assign the National
Chairwoman, Raya Dunayevskaya, to complete the
first major philosophic—and not only economicpolitical—work, Marxism and Freedom, on which she
had been working for several years.
The concept of having theory and practice
together dictated our refusal to put theoretical articles
only in a theoretical journal. Our point was that the
intellectuals should not only read, but write for, a
workers' newspaper like News & Letters; that is, that
intellectuals would talk to a working-class audience
which has a great deal to contribute to the intellectual
if the intellectual knows how to listen to the new voices
from below. The goal became the new principle of
combining workers and intellectuals—neither of whom
would be stopped by a McCarthy retrogression. That
was the ground for our Marxist-Humanist newspaper,
News & Letters, when it was established in 1955.
In 1950, I was involved in the Miners' General
Strike in West Virginia. That strike achieved a truly
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Dialectics of revolution: American
roots and world Humanist concepts

he predicted that revolution could begin first in the
historic first, both in the strike itself, and in what
backward East rather than in the technologically
was happening simultaneously philosophically. The
advanced West. He singled out Russia as that East.
greatness of the miners' strike over automation before
That was 1881!
the word was even invented was this: What had begun
Strictly philosophically, our first unchaining of
in 1949 as a union-authorized strike turned into a
the dialectic began with my breakthrough in the May
strike against the union leadership. Instead of asking
12 and 20, 1953, letters on Hegel's Absolute Idea. We
for higher wages, the miners raised altogether new
have recently traced the breakthrough in its embryonic
questions dealing with their conditions of work, and
appearance in the three preceding years: 1950-53. It is
questions of the work itself. What they asked was:
true that the breakthrough in the 1953 Letters showed
"What kind of labor should man do?" "Why should there
that within the Absolute Idea itself is contained the
be such a gulf between thinking and doing?"
movement from practice as well as from theory.
The pamphlet we published—The 1949-50 Miners'
But the 1950 strike was the real manifestation. It
General Strike and the Birth of Marxist-Humanism in
is therefore imperative to combine what Hegel called
the U.S.—tells, first, the in-person story of the miners'
"the Self-Thinking Idea" with what was present in the
participation, co-authored by me and Andy Phillips,
spontaneous movements of the Coal Miners' General
a miner who is himself a Marxist-Humanist. The
Strike, that which we later called the "Self-Bringing
pamphlet then includes the story of my activity. And in
Forth of Freedom." It should not here be necessary to
an Appendix there are 35 Letters exchanged between
explain the obvious, but such explanation is "required"
myself and the two other leaders of the Johnson-Forest
against the vulgar materialists to assure them that
Tendency, C. L. R. James and Grace Lee Boggs, which
of course we know it is not the Idea that thinks; it is
show that in that period I was not only translating and
people who think. What must be added, however, is that
commenting on Lenin's Philosophic Notebooks, but also,
the dialectic logic of the Idea moves in the direction of
in the end, actually telling some of the strike events.
what was implicit in the movement from practice.
All of this makes clear that the question of cognition
By the mid-1950s, the category I had worked out as
and actuality, like the gulf between thinking and doing,
the movement from practice
touches on the relationship
provided the structure
of philosophy to revolution.
for my major philosophic
Issue Number One of
work—Marxism
and
News & Letters came out in
Freedom, from 1776 Until
honor of the East German
Today. That was the first
revolt. The year 1955 was
of what we now call the
also when the Montgomery
"trilogy
of
revolution."
Bus Boycott erupted and
It illuminated the fact
signaled the birth of the
that the movement from
Black
Revolution.
My
practice was itself a form of
life and Charles Denby's
theory.
truly became one—that of
It is this concept of
Marxist-Humanism.
philosophy as being rooted
Part
One
of
his
in the movement from
autobiography was written
practice which creates a
before
Denby's
own
Marxism and
challenge for theoreticians
development as an editor.
Freedom, from 1776
to work out a new stage of
In Part Two of Indignant
cognition. It created the
Until Today
Heart: A Black Worker's
structure of Marxism and
Journal, he sums up the
Freedom, where we first
events of a full quarter
concretized those American
century of the existence of
roots of Marxism—from
Marxist-Humanism which
Abolitionism to the then
had meant such a new
Philosophy and
ongoing Montgomery Bus
stage in his own life.
Revolution: From
Boycott, which opened the
In 1960 he was not
Black Revolution. In that
only the editor of News &
Hegel to Sartre and
work, the world Humanist
Letters but the author of a
from Marx to Mao
concepts were also spelled
pamphlet called Workers
out, not alone in the
Battle Automation. On the
U.S. but in the very first
American scene, we spelled
mass revolts from under
out the Black Dimension so
Communist totalitarianism
concretely that it ranged
in
East
Europe—East
over the entire history of the
Rosa Luxemburg,
Germany, 1953; Poland,
U.S. We called it American
Women's Liberation,
1955; Hungary, 1956.
Civilization on Trial: Black
and Marx's
In the 1960s we began
Masses as Vanguard; in
Philosophy of
recording the new voices
1983 we published a new
Revolution
of a new generation of
fourth edition of it, and
revolutionaries, and in
Denby asked that my
1968 had to face the aborted
Introduction include the
near-revolution in France,
new paragraph on the Black
which made imperative
Dimension I had added to
our return to Hegel on an
the Rosa Luxemburg book.
To order, see literature ad, p. 7.
altogether new level. What
We had singled out what
was needed was a working
characterized
Marxistout of the Hegelian dialectic, this time in and for itself,
Humanism from the start—the two-way road between
as well as how it was grappled with by Marx and Lenin.
the U.S. and South Africa. That is to say, the Black
This resulted in the second unchaining of the Hegelian
Dimension represents the kind of nationalism that is
dialectic for our age as the dialectics of revolution. We
inseparable from internationalism, which in our age
examined, as well, the alternatives: Trotsky, Mao and
is the focal point for both national revolutions and the
the outsider looking in, Sartre.
needed world revolution.
1973 saw the publication of Philosophy and
IV. The trilogy of revolution—Marxism
Revolution: From Hegel to Sartre and from Marx to Mao.
and Freedom; Philosophy and Revolution; Rosa
I there extended the concretization of Absolute Idea not
Luxemburg, Women's Liberation and Marx's
just as a totality—the unity of theory and practice—but
Philosophy of Revolution. The unchaining of
as the development of Absolute Idea as New Beginning.
the dialectics of revolution: American roots and
The first chapter of Philosophy and Revolution
Marx's world Humanist concepts
was entitled "Absolute Negativity as New Beginning:
What is significant to us here, in Marx's
The Ceaseless Movement of Ideas and of History."
transformation of Hegel's revolution in philosophy
Here I argued that seeing Absolute Idea as a unity of
into Marx's philosophy of revolution, is how it was
theory and practice, as totality, is where the task first
extended in his last decade. It led us to call the 1880s
begins. Absolute Idea as New Beginning challenges
a "trail to the 1980s." Marx deepened and concretized
all generations to concretely work out such a new
what he had originally called a "New Humanism"
beginning for their own age.
throughout his life. After forty years of labor in the
The book moves to the different objective situations
field of economics, which culminated in the 1872-75
on the vicissitudes of state-capitalism in East Europe
French edition of Capital, in the same decade in which
and Africa. Only after analysis of the objective situation
he wrote his Ethnological Notebooks, Marx hewed out
do I face the new passions and new forces throughout the
a new moment. It is seen in his critique of the Russian
world. We there encounter the development of theory
Populist Mikhailovsky; in Marx's draft letters to the
in Frantz Fanon, who, in The Wretched of the Earth,
Russian revolutionary Marxist, Vera Zasulich; and in
likewise called his philosophy "a New Humanism."
nothing less important than the Introduction to the
(To be concluded next issue)
Russian edition of the Communist Manifesto—where
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Dunayevskaya's thought alive in Latin America

Feminist meets Raya

Several months ago I had the good fortune to "meet"
Raya Dunayevskaya, read and study her and familiarize
myself with her thought, which to me is valid and
contemporary. This brought on a self-introspection, as
someone coming from the women's liberation movement.
If someone were to say that studying Marxism serves to
answer many questions, I would say that reading Marx
calls into question modernity itself. Marxist philosophy
can serve as a tool to clarify
ideas and to not lose sight of a
philosophy which I would call
humanist. Marxist thought
has been painted by many as
ideology, but I want to stress
its importance as a method
of studying dialectics, both
human and philosophic.
Dunayevskaya
turned
everything around completely. Before reading her, I
considered Marxism as a near-doctrinaire ideology
and to some point a boring one. But Dunayevskaya's
treatment of Marxism gives it a new spin and dynamic
and her contribution becomes invaluable. Dunayevskaya
is a clear example of a woman who absolutely was part
of the Women's Liberation Movement, whose thought
is always in movement, constant transformation.
As an essayist, philosopher, and writer she always
combines two things: theory and practice. I could no
longer theorize on the basis of opinions or abstractions,
but instead on the basis of concrete realities in which
we participate directly in order to bring about social
change. Capitalism has deformed us in such a way that
it attempts to erase all features of our humanity. Her
interpretation seems indispensable now that we find
ourselves in this century.
...Her teaching is an invitation to take responsibility
that is historic and that brings us to an interpretation
of reality in our own language which would also be part
of an active memory and identity in the liberation and
emancipatory struggles of people in all parts of the
world.
—April 2010, Raquela Vázquez
Mexican feminist, abortion rights activist



1970s youth

I am not a specialist in the thought of Raya Dunayevskaya. I studied Marxism and Freedom as well as
Philosophy and Revolution in the 1970s but, save for
the beautiful essay on Rosa Luxemburg that I found recently, I haven't read Dunayevskaya since then. Nonetheless, I consider reading those books in my youth as
part of my development and would like to make some
comments on the impact that Raya had on some antiauthoritarian groups in Italy in the 1970s.
Why did we read her? Around the later years of the
1970s there arose in Italy a new cycle of social struggles
in the universities and the factories. It grew out of the
expression of a generation of post-war revolutionaries,
which was outside of, and didn't follow, the traditional
Left parties. Amongst the rest of Europe Italy was peculiar in that this rebellion spread to workers as well.
We had to confront the Communist Party (CP).
During the Cold War the CP took its role seriously as
an enforcer of the Yalta Accords; the world was parceled
into zones of influence and Italy "belonged" to the U.S.
Italy was excluded from the geography of revolution.
The CP was in total control of the social movements,
using Stalinist methods. When we went to distribute
literature outside of the factories, those that came to
pummel us—and I don't mean with rose petals—were
the members of the Communist-led union, as well as
CP militants who were given the task of reporting all
independent expressions of dissent directly to the cops.
It became vital to us to align ourselves theoretically with arguments that would deepen our critique
of Soviet Marxism and its Italian epigones. We read
Marx, Korsch, Pannekoek, Castoriadis. We read the
Situationists, Marcuse, and some anarchist writers,
Bakunin, Woodcock, and Daniel Guerin in particular.
One day a publication in English came in the mail, austere, but maybe a little less austere than our own publications. News & Letters came from Detroit and had
lots of information on Black struggles. It grabbed our
attention as we saw those struggles as some of the most
advanced expressions of anticapitalist conflict in the
whole world....
One of our goals was to steal Marx—who we admired but still held mixed feelings about—back from
the death grip of the USSR and the Marxist-Leninist
sects that were abundant at the time, particularly the
Maoists. Raya's critiques of Maoism and of Sartre—the
most famous Maoist in the West—make up her finest
philosophic work. We had a deep hatred of Sartre for
the legitimacy he had lent to the Soviet repression of
the Hungarian revolt in 1956....

It was in her writings that we found a way to elevate political positions to the level of theoretic and philosophic reflection, a reflection that in her impassioned
defense of freedom and radical humanism hasn't lost a
relevance for our heartless and brutal age today.
I met Raya in person in 1978. There was at that
time an important miners' strike and an old Black militant member of News and Letters Committees told us
Raya would be coming to Chicago to give a talk on the
strike. There were a dozen of us at the talk, which was
truly outrageous given the caliber of the speaker.
We were captivated
by Raya. I remember her
as small, but strong and
energetic, moving and
gesticulating behind the
podium as only those who
are truly great speakers do. She did not read
from a prepared talk. She
spoke in the way that the
great worker-orators speak, and I had the same sensation while listening to her that I had many years later
listening to Vlady, the son of Victor Serge; that is, the
sensation of witnessing and connection with the great
revolutionaries of the past.
We all went out to eat afterward and I limited myself to asking what she thought of Bordiga? "He didn't
understand Hegel," Raya answered jokingly.
One hundred years after her birth, I will remember
her as one of the most impassioned defenders of freedom of the 20th century.
—Claudio Albertini, excerpts from a talk at
Universidad Autónoma de la Ciudad de México



From La Jornada

Translator's note: This article is from one of the
largest progressive daily newspapers in Mexico, La Jornada. The full version appeared in the April 2 issue.
I recently read one of Dunayevskaya's most important works—Philosophy and Revolution: From Hegel to
Sartre and from Marx to Mao—in which she elaborates
her critical view of Marxism, which leads the reader to
a deeper essential understanding of it. She is important
for her contribution to the understanding of the transformative processes that take place in the real world,
particularly Latin America....
Following the idea that theory can only be developed
fully when it is based in the masses' thoughts and activities, she stresses that for Marx the fundamental aspect
was that human beings weren't only Object, but Subject;
not only shaped by history, but also history's creators.
From this standpoint, Dunayevskaya makes a radical critique of vanguardism. Are the peasant and working masses creators of history, or do they merely need
to take orders? Should the masses be passive observers
the day after the revolution? In her condemnation of
Stalinism she affirms that the vanguardist approach
suffocates the spontaneity of the masses. When the
state absorbs the unions and workers' organizations as
if they were state property, then the state Plan and the
Party become fetishes that the workers are supposed to
sacrifice their lives defending.
Dunayevskaya puts forward a different perspective
founded in the self-developing Subject. She supported
Lenin, who, in her view, considered the masses, proletarians, peasants, and even oppressed nationalities
as self-developing Subjects. Lenin believed a new theoretical impulse was needed because, in his time, a new
Subject was born: the self-determination of nations.
Dunayevskaya takes issue with Trotsky's conception of the peasantry, which he considered neither a
self-developing Subject nor even conceded them a national consciousness much less a socialist one. She
maintained that the political initiative doesn't belong
exclusively and at all times to the working class. When
the masses are seen as Subject, a revolution shouldn't
be analyzed as a question of leadership but as one of
self-development. She asserts that Trotsky was too
concerned with the question of "direction" and that
he subordinated the self-developing Subject to it. This
perspective—a useful one for analyzing Mexico's indigenous peoples as self-developing Subjects—makes supremely interesting her critique of statism....
Her critique of Mao is devastating. He led China
through a process of capitalist accumulation through
state-capitalism in which the Party had a monopoly on
correct thought. This resulted in a complete squandering of humans in bureaucracy and inefficiency. Retrogression is the word that sums up Mao's thought.... She
accuses him of turning his back on Vietnam, which was
fighting a life or death struggle against U.S. imperialism. In China the dialectics of liberation was replaced
by a capricious and arbitrary dogmatism, and by the simultaneous fetishizing of the Marxist-Leninist thought
of Mao Zedong and of the worldwide revolution. "The

dialectic revealed that the counterrevolution is in the
bosom of the revolution."
Dunayevskaya asserts that the essential character
of spontaneity isn't only inherent in the revolution but
should continue its direction after the revolution, as
well as cultural diversity, self-determination, and the
formation of a non-state form of collectivity.
The reinterpretation of Marx and the revolutionary theory of Raya Dunayevskaya are of the highest
strategic importance for the struggles for a socialist humanism, free and self-developed.
—Gilberto López y Rivas



A Marxist-Humanist
view from Colombia

Much has been said about post-Marx Marxism and
the different attempts at making real a new society.
These attempts have ended up as disasters, as can be
seen in the last decade of the 20th century with the
fall of the Berlin Wall, the disintegration of the Soviet
Union and the dismembering of the Eastern European
Bloc. China as well can't be let off the hook, where the
decision to "modernize the economy" was made a government priority after Mao, and the human factor as
being primary was abandoned by Maoism itself...
No Marxist intellectual has contributed as much to
the clarification of the post-World War II events in those
countries as Raya Dunayevskaya has in her interpretation of state-capitalism. Nor has anyone put forward an
analysis as she has of the five-year plans in the thennewly formed Soviet Union. In light of the theory of value, she showed that social relations between people in
the Soviet Union remained capitalist. She tackles this
in Marxism and Freedom, which forms a part of her
"trilogy of revolution."
The richness of this book lies in its precise defining of capitalism as a production relation, and clarifies
that the nationalization of companies is not socialism.
Her commentaries on the Paris Commune praise to the
skies that valuable revolutionary experience while at
the same time taking into account its impact on Marx.
She sees this impact reflected in changes to Capital,
where Marx also develops his theory of value as a product of human labor. The references to the worker revolts
in the Communist Bloc, as well as in the U.S. with the
Black struggle for civil rights, affirm Dunayevskaya's
theory that "the movement from practice is itself a
form of theory." The book begins with a question that
should always be the point of departure for revolutionary movements: "Can humanity be free?"
Another important aspect of Dunayevskaya's legacy is her call to return to the roots of philosophy. Her
immersion in Hegel allows her to relocate his thought
in its proper place as the premise of Marxism. Her references to Lenin's Philosophic Notebooks are valuable
in showing him as a follower of the dialectic. The reinforcement of these foundations of thought will help revolutionaries clarify their role in history and work out
Marxist theories. Dunayevskaya's book Philosophy and
Revolution: From Hegel to Sartre and from Marx to Mao
breathes new life into the study of negation, logic, and
Hegelian thought. The relevance that is present is evidenced it its opening question: Why Hegel? Why now?...
Colombian revolutionaries should deepen their approach to Marxist-Humanism, which will allow them to
recover within it the dignity of human beings.
—Leo Alcantúz
(Page translated from the Spanish by Brown Douglas)
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WORLD IN CRISIS, FROM NEOFASCISM TO FRACKING
The Right is becoming very
aggressive internationally, as well
as in the U.S. In August a collection
of neo-fascist groups, the Alliance of
European National Movements—which
includes the British National Party,
French National Front, and a number
of others—met for a week in Japan at
the invitation of Issuikai, one of the
main Japanese ultra-Right groups.
They visited shrines to World War II
war criminals and discussed issues
like immigration. Many European
xenophobes express admiration for
Japan's restrictive immigration policies.
Anti-Fascist
Chicago
***
Sarah Palin likes to pose as a
modern woman, but her rhetoric at
Glenn Beck’s crazy Tea Party march
about "restoring honor" and birthing
soldiers was straight out of The Birth of
a Nation. A version of “pure Southern
womanhood” rising from its deep and
rightful historic grave—racist zombie
politics. It would be hard to imagine a
greater insult to Dr. King's legacy.
Tim Finnigan
Illinois
***
The Obama administration is
attempting to privatize public housing
by trying to push through a rightwing proposal deceptively named
"Preservation,
Enhancement,
and
Transformation of Rental Assistance"
(PETRA). It seeks to sell public housing
to private developers, putting it under
Section 8. This amounts to a direct war
on the homeless. In doing so it would
shift Section 8 funds from the homeless
to the 1.2 million households who will be
displaced, and would leave the already
homeless at the bottom of the list, where
they risk never having housing of any
sort. PETRA is opposed by Maxine
Waters, Barney Frank, and others,
but it will take a large public outcry to
prevent its passage.
Malcolm
Bay Area, Calif.
***
What is outstanding in the way
Marxist-Humanists look at any issue
is how not to get lost in the "facts." My
father knows exactly what were the
details of the technology that failed in
BP's Gulf oil spill, yet cannot get beyond
the immediate cause of the failure
to seeing that this is an unavoidable
outcome under capitalism. The technical
details have to be put in the context of
what it would take to stop the whole
insanity. An enormous amount of ink
has been spilled over issues taken up

in the July-August N&L Lead, like
the oil spills in Nigeria, but Franklin
Dmitryev put it together in a coherent
way that makes it possible for others,
like healthcare workers, to see all the
connections.
Technology specialist
Northern California
***
Marx's focus is more needed now
than ever. That's what Dmitryev was
proving in bringing into his Lead on
the BP oil spill the absolute necessity
of working out the alternative path
of development Marx was discussing.
Finding a new pathway through
overcoming alienation is necessary today
not just for theorists but for everyone.
Ron Kelch
Oakland, Calif.
***
The
fight
against
hydraulic
fracturing or "fracking," an ecologically
disastrous form of natural gas
extraction, continues in New York
State. In late July a partial victory was
won in Binghamton when the Broome
County Legislature, with widespread
public support, voted against allowing
fracking in the region. The danger is far
from over though. Democratic candidate
for governor, Andrew Cuomo, with the
influence of a lot of Big Money, has
turned his back on his constituents and
is a supporter of fracking in the name
of bringing "wealth" to the State of
New York. He is now being met by large
crowds of protesters at every campaign
stop, and this will continue. This story
isn't over and it won't be until fracking
is ended everywhere.
D. Chêneville
Oakland, Calif.

•

WHY READ N&L?

I am lucky to have found N&L!
I think I am also lucky to have found
Asheville, NC, which is a small town with
a seemingly disproportionate number of
self-identified radicals, though perhaps
not so much Marxist-Humanists. This
town is also home to Firestorm, the only
radical bookstore in the western half of
the state.
T.E.
Asheville, NC
***
The July-August issue reflected
what is going on in the entire world
on virtually every other page. I read
The New York Times daily but there
are things in N&L that you can find
nowhere else. The writers have sources
and make philosophic and revolutionary

DETROIT, U.S. SOCIAL FORUM, ART AND RACISM

photo by Gregg Campbell

The knee-jerk firing of Shirley immigrants, exciting as their work
Sherrod lays bare the deep racism that is. The limitation is the racism of The
permeates American civilization. On New York Times Detroit bureau, who
Aug. 4 The New York Times carried persistently write as if Black people
a "news" article about art, "wrung in Detroit (85% of the population) are
from the rubble that is Detroit." The doing nothing interesting or important,
writer implied (1) such art is a new let alone art.
phenomenon, and (2)
Susan Van Gelder
young white idealists
Detroit
who have recently
***
moved to the city are
If people want
creating it.
empirical proof that
In fact, Detroit's
capitalism
might
third most popular
collapse, that proof is
tourist
destination
Detroit. It is a future
for visitors from all
for all of us. It made it
over the world is the
clear that the crisis is
Heidelberg
Project,
not just finances, but is
which got only a
in production. It's not
passing mention in the
a cultural thing but
Tyree Guyton and the Heidelberg Project
article. Twenty years
a totality that comes
ago Tyree Guyton, a
starkly together.
young African-American man living
Observer
on Heidelberg Street, began creating
California
powerful art using discarded objects and
***
paint on abandoned houses and trees.
It was exhilarating to see thousands
From the start he involved neighborhood come to Detroit to try to change the
children whose local schools had cut art world. Each was committed to some
education from their curriculum.
aspect of that and took this opportunity
Last week I visited a newer, to project what they see as wrong. That
ambitious
community
art/garden is good because in day-to-day life you
project, Artists' Village, on the west still feel pretty isolated.
side of Detroit. Clearly, indigenous
U.S. Social Forum participant
Detroit art is not limited to young white
Oakland, Calif.
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associations both in the Lead article and
in dealing with concrete events.
Journalist
Michigan

•

photo by D.F. Barry
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REMEMBERING
WOUNDED KNEE

I
read
a
statement issued by
Leonard Peltier from
his prison cell that
asked the world not
to forget the struggle
that got him there
because it wasn't
about "one day, one
Sitting Bull
event, one person,
or even one lifetime." It was about a
"genocidal vengeance" that had, as he
put it, led to the original massacre at
Wounded Knee and again in 1973. It was
how he ended his statement that was
the most powerful part, to me:
"The most important thing we can
do is remember. Pass the knowledge.
Don't forget. Not ever. Remembering
is resisting….Free of their fear is the
truest freedom of all and freedom is
what this is all about, not the illusion of
freedom they offer us."
Octogenarian
Chicago

•

THEORY AND PRACTICE

I have talked a lot to others about
Lenin's observation during the Russian
Revolution that "the working and
laboring classes of Russia had gained
more in class consciousness in the space
of the last few months than they had
during the entire previous generation."
Today,
with
all
our
advanced
telecommunications, that space of a few
months could be reduced to a week or
two or even a matter of days. But I was
always kind of vague about the idea.
The caption on an article from
Barron's titled "Journalism's Next
Revolution" says it all: "The iPad could
usher in a new era." Again, it was Lenin
who said, "The capitalists will sell us the
rope we hang them with." In this case,
the iPad. The pen is mightier than the
sword.		
Retired Postal Worker
Battle Creek, Mich.
***
While theory is fine, we have to
figure how to get from here to there.
In the last issue, a Reader's View from
Prisoner, Texas, says it all: "I remain
ignorant of all the basics." In my opinion,
the basics as they appear in N&L are
not basic at all for someone who "has
never studied Hegel, Marx or Lenin, and
has no access to any library or internet
sources."
I have one suggestion. Could union
people be encouraged to support Union,
go to a supermarket that is organized
and drop in the suggestion box "I shop
here because…" Too often the pennies
"saved" by shopping at Wal-Mart mean
further resistance from enterprises and
further demand for concessions. This is
a suggestion that could come from the
shop floor. Buttons could be distributed,
"I support unions," etc.
Long-time Supporter
Vancouver, B.C.
***
I read a number of left-wing
publications that give a lot of
information about what is happening
but don't demonstrate how to change
things. Not enough are discussing these
things with others. Dunayevskaya's
writing is interesting and important but
too "dense." N&L is a powerful paper,
saying things you don't see anywhere
else, but it's not being used the way it
should be.
Labor history teacher
New Mexico

As the Marxist-Humanist writings
in News and Letters Committees have
shown, Marxists who are into organizing
but neglect theory and philosophy
cannot abolish capitalist production
and move into a new society where
each individual's freedom is the basis
of a free society. Raya Dunayevskaya's
book Philosophy and Revolution shows
the tragedy of the many 1950s-1960s
aborted African Revolutions, which
led into today's crises in Africa, just as
the stalled Civil Rights Movement has
seen the retrogression into today's Tea
Party racism since the 2008 economic
meltdown.
Basho
Los Angeles

•

IMPRISONED YOUTH

Please help support the campaign
to free Efren Paredes Jr., who has been
wrongly imprisoned since age 15 for a
crime he did not commit. Efren has been
imprisoned over 21 years. You can learn
more by visiting http://www.facebook.
com/Free.Efren
As part of our internet campaign
this month I am asking the readers of
N&L to visit http://www.facebook.com/
Free.Efren and click the "I Like" button.
Please also click on the "suggest to
Friends" link located on the left side of
the screen and invite all your friends to
the page as well.
January
Chicago

•

BORDIGA'S MARXISM

I think you're a little unfair to
Bordiga, though I was irked by his
insistence on moving from medieval
peasant cooperation to individualism
as a way to clear the way for capitalist
accumulation. It is, indeed, why I
personally moved in 1948 from Bordigism
to what was to become "Socialism or
Barbarism." I don't accept that Bordiga
was ignoring Hegel and the dialectic.
He certainly made a sharp distinction
between "economically progressive"
and "socialist-inclined," so he may
have stressed the old conception of the
dialectic as the interplay of opposites
rather than the overcoming of limits.
Anyway, these were only wayhalts on my journey from Trotskyism
to anarchism. I suppose post-Trotsky
Trotskyism was equally a way-halt on
the road from Stalinism.
Laurens Otter
England
***
The essay on Bordiga's Marxism in
the July-August N&L opens up a very
important discussion. What is at stake
here, in showing Marx's multilinear
view as the opposite of stagification, is
in part what the idea of the movement
from theory to practice is about. As
human beings we do not have to
reinvent the wheel in every society and
situation. Once something is known and
understood somewhere in the world,
including science and philosophy, then
it belongs to all of Humanity.
When reading the essay, I couldn't
help but think of the Cherokee, Sequoyah,
in the early 1800s. Once he saw white
soldiers using written language, he did
not have to pass through centuries of
development.
Instead, within a few years, with
his efforts and the self-activity of the
Cherokee masses, Cherokee became
a written language, which it remains
today. That remarkable story is a clear
answer to Bordiga and Goldner that
comes straight from real life.
Student of history
Bay Area
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RACE, CLASS, GENDER
AND REVOLUTION

I first heard the name Raya
Dunayevskaya when she appeared as
one of the fascinating ensemble gathered
at Ida Wells' Tea Room in Dr. Gloria
Joseph's brilliant summary of people's
history, On Time and In Step: Reunion
on the Glory Road, a volume which all
N&L readers should
own. In that book
Raya (via Gloria)
says, "If you want
to have a successful
historical movement
for total liberation
it must involve all
people. There is no such thing as Black
history that is not also white history.
There is no such thing as women's
history that is not the actual history of
humanity's struggle toward freedom."
I was delighted that N&L asked Dr.
Joseph to reflect on Raya Dunayevskaya's
Centenary. In her article, "Race, class,
gender and revolution" (July-August
N&L), Dr. Joseph reflects on the
necessity of "intermingling disciplines"
in historical inquiry and on the practice
of reflecting on who benefits and who
is harmed by corporate government
decisions made behind closed doors.
I learned these primary principles of
educational theory and practice while
a student in Joseph's classroom nearly
40 years ago. She taught a course,
"Cultural Lifestyles of Minorities as a
Factor in School Performance" that, by
its very title, encouraged me to begin
such critical questioning: How do race
and culture inform the classroom?
Who benefits and who is harmed by
educational testing? Who gets labeled
"minority" and for what reason? I went
on to use these questions in subsequent
decades of practice as a teacher.
Gratitude to those teachers who lead
the way like Raya and Gloria and to the
journals like N&L that keep their names
and thoughts alive in the present.
Sox
Ithaca, N.Y.
***
Joseph writes that RD's writings
are for all races, all classes and genders,
and all would profit immensely from
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reading her works. I could not agree
more. Even though Joseph makes no
claim of being a Marxist scholar, the
intent of her academic teaching bears a
distinct relationship to RD's life work:
the setting in motion of a process that
will ultimately lead to the development
of a positive humanism beginning from
itself as power.
Faruq
Calif.
***
It was great to
find my essay on
the same page with
Margaret Randall.
Gloria Joseph
Virgin Islands

•

STATE-CAPITALISM

I
am
currently
reading
Dunayevskaya on state-capitalism with
great interest. As a Trotskyist, I had
carried the official line that the Soviet
Union was a degenerated workers'
state. I was never happy with the term
"degenerate" in regard to Russia or
"deformed" workers' state in the case
of China, as it was describing a state
where the workers formally were denied
political power. What is valuable in
the arguments for both Trotsky and
Dunayevskaya is that they are earnestly
attempting to apply the dialectic to a
situation that had become its opposite,
or was in the process of becoming that.
There can be no disagreement that
the Stalinist bureaucracy succeeded
in gradually forcing the working class
from political power….Where things
become problematic, however, is what
our attitude to the Soviet Union would
be in the event of war.
New reader
England

•

MARX, WOMAN, AND LABOR

The title of the book, The Means
of Reproduction, reviewed in the JulyAugust N&L, reflects a contradictory
relation to Marxism. "Means of
production" is a term most closely
associated with Marx. Some feminists

have been saying for decades that while
Marx analyzed means of production
under capitalism, he had next to
nothing to say about bearing and raising
children. Thus some feminists took as
their challenge to develop an analysis
of "means of reproduction" or "point of
reproduction" primarily as a criticism of
Marx and Marxists.
Overcoming alienated labor and
articulating its absolute opposite
shaped Marx's life work. Marx clearly
asserts that alienated labor will be
abolished only when all our relations
are human relations, of which the man/
woman relation is the most basic. It
is important to challenge terms like
"means of reproduction" if we are ever
to get to a dialectical whole worked out
by Marx in the two categories of women
and labor.
Urszula Wislanka
Oakland, Calif.

•

VOICES FROM WITHIN

The Prison Industry Authority (PIA)
in the California State Prison System is
the sole resource for imprisoned fathers
to earn small
sums to send to
their
families.
Now, under the
guise of helping
a local milk
distributor
to
maintain
the
account he has
had with Pelican
Bay
State
Prison for nearly
20 years, the California legislature
is looking to shut down PIA and hand
the lucrative contracts for prison
supplies and materials to corporate
interests. This is going to destroy
some small communities. Corporations
such as Wal-Mart will move in just for
the prison contracts. The losers will
be men attempting to rehabilitate
themselves, learn useful skills and help
support their families, not to mention
the numerous local communities that
will be economically destroyed. We are
asking those who can to fight legislation
like SB1130.		
Prisoner
Crescent City, CA
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N&L has been essential in
deepening the humanistic Marxist
understanding in our study group
and our personal growth is apparent.
We would like to see a thorough study
conducted on the rise of the various
historical native/indigenous liberation
armies in Central/South America and
how their ideological tendencies merged
or varied and how they dealt with state
power or why they failed to seize it.
Keep up your good work, we all
salute you.		
Prisoner
Jefferson City, MO.
***
Thank you for getting the word
out to those of us who do not have our
freedom. Many of the things that go on
right under our noses are misreported
or not even mentioned in the media
mainstream But to be sure, you are
telling it like it is. Thanks.
We have things good here, so
far as prisons go, with educational
opportunities most of us take advantage
of. Most prisons do not even have a GED
program. We also get a chance to use the
telephone. Finally! Texas was the last
state to do this. So I am not complaining
or bragging, but am grateful your
publication is allowed because I read
every issue all through.
Woman prisoner
Gatesville, TX
***
I was glad to be able to tell my
brother about the N&L website so he
could see for himself that a MarxistHumanist is not a follower of Communist
doctrine. But I am also an advocate for
the print newspaper and feel it has an
historical place in revolutionary thought
and practice that must continue.
It is sad that economic reasons have
caused some great publications, like
Colorline for instance, to go solely to an
electronic form. Thousands of prisoners
who used to have access to my copy will
no longer have that privilege. I know it
takes a lot to keep putting out N&L, but
it is invaluable to keep in print.
Prisoner
Wisconsin
***

Readers: You can help keep N&L
in print! See our Appeal on page 1.

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS FROM NEWS & LETTERS
Books

by RAYA DUNAYEVSKAYA

See our website or contact us for fuller listing

q Philosophy and Revolution: From Hegel to Sartre and from
Marx to Mao
30th Anniversary edition, 2003................$24.95

Pamphlets

q Marxism and Freedom: from 1776 until Today
2000 edition. Foreword by Joel Kovel....................................$24.95

q Bosnia-Herzegovina: Achilles Heel of Western 'Civilization'
(Expanded edition)........................................................................$5

q Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy
of Revolution 1991 edition. Author's new introduction. Foreword
by Adrienne Rich....................................................................$24.95

q Kosova: Writings from News & Letters, 1998-1999..............$3.50

q Women's Liberation and the Dialectics of Revolution: Reaching for the Future ................................................................$14.95
q The Power of Negativity: Selected Writings on the Dialectic in
Hegel and Marx ...................................................................$24.95

q American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses as Vanguard.
by Raya Dunayevskaya, 40th anniversary edition
q Dialectics of Black Freedom Struggles: Race, Philosophy &
the Needed American Revolution by John Alan
Each $8, Special: Both for $15, including postage.

q News and Letters Committees Constitution............44 c postage
q Marxist-Humanist Literature Catalog
A full list of publications (includes many not listed here) available
from News and Letters Committees............................61 c postage

Archives
q Guides to Collection and Supplement to the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection: Marxist-Humanism: A Half Century of Its
World Development
Full description of 15,000-page microfilm collection................$4.50
q The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection—Marxist-Humanism: A
Half Century of Its World Development
A 15,000-page microfilm collection on 8 reels available from
Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202...............................$165

Newspaper

q The Marxist-Humanist Theory of State-Capitalism: Selected
Writings by Raya Dunayevskaya..........................................$8.50

q Explorations in Dialectical and Critical Theory
From Hegel to Derrida and from Marx to Meszaros......................$5

q The Philosophic Moment of Marxist-Humanism: Two
Historic-Philosophic Writings by Raya Dunayevskaya
Contains "Presentation on Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy of June 1, 1987" and 1953 "Letters on Hegel's Absolutes"
.........................................................$3 paperback, $10 hardcover

q Marx's Capital and Today's Global Crisis
Includes critiques of Ernest Mandel and Tony Cliff.......................$4

q News & Letters subscription
Unique combination of worker and intellectual published 6 times
a year. (Request information about gift subscriptions.).........$5/year

q Myriad Global Crises of the 1980s and the Nuclear World since
World War II
by Raya Dunayevskaya................................................................$4

q Bound Volumes of News & Letters
1970-77, 1977-84, 1984-87, 1987-94, 1994-99.................$30 each
N&L is also available on microfilm.

q Nationalism, Communism, Marxist-Humanism and the
Afro-Asian Revolutions
by Raya Dunayevskaya.................................................................$4

Mail orders to:
News & Letters, 228 South Wabash, Suite 230, Chicago, IL 60604,
Phone (312) 431-8242

q Voices from within the Prison Walls
by D. A. Sheldon. Prisoners' views of (in)justice system and organizing from within. .........................................................................$8
For pamphlet plus donor copy for a prisoner...............................$16

Enclosed find $___________for the literature checked.
Please add $2 postage for each pamphlet, $4 postage for books.
Illinois residents add 7% sales tax.

by CHARLES DENBY

q Indignant Heart: A Black Worker's Journal
Includes Afterword by Raya Dunayevskaya...........................$14.95

En Español

por RAYA DUNAYEVSKAYA
q Marxismo y libertad...................................................................$10
q Filosofía y revolución: De Hegel a Sartre y de Marx a Mao...$10
q Rosa Luxemburgo, la liberación femenina, y la filosofía marxista de revolución.....................................................................$10

q Working Women for Freedom
by Angela Terrano, Marie Dignan, and Mary Holmes...................$5

q La liberación femenina y la dialéctica de la revolución: tratando de alcanzar el futuro............................................................$10

q The Coal Miners' General Strike of 1949-50 and the Birth of
Marxist-Humanism In the U.S.
by Andy Phillips and Raya Dunayevskaya....................................$5

q El Poder de la negatividad: Escritos sobre la dialéctica en
Hegel y Marx .............................................................................$10

q On the 100th Anniversary of the First General Strike in the U.S.
by Terry Moon and Ron Brokmeyer..............................................$5

q Dos ensayos por Raya Dunayevskaya ......................................$2
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Address ______________________________________________
City____________________________ State_____ Zip_________
Email Address ________________________________________
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Stop home foreclosures, evictions!

We spent over $80,000 fixing this house up. ImagChicago—Two years ago the Ortiz family bought
ine if every neighborhood had a community house like
the house at 7463 N. Ridge. They worked hard with volthis, with free day care for low-income people and free
unteers and workers from the Latino Union of Chicago,
breakfast for kids. Working parents in the neighborputting in thousands of hours to fix up the house and
hood need day care for their kids.
turn it into the Rogers Park Community House. It has
Before us, a working-class African-American famthings our neighborhood needs, a licensed day care and
ily lost the house. The first loan modification they gave
a place for youth programs and community meetings.
us didn't change anything. They denied us a second one.
They never stopped paying the mortgage until the
After our government gives these banks our money, the
finance company told them to stop, but they needed a
same government, through the courts and the laws, is
loan modification. Fannie Mae, in league with a bank,
evicting people, so the banks keep the money, the banks
refused to negotiate in good faith and instead foreclosed
keep the houses. We're asking Fannie Mae to listen to
and took them to court to evict them. On Aug. 17, the
the community.
Ortiz family and supporters held a press conference and
It's not an individual problem, it's a social probtour of the house, then were joined by some supporters
lem. This is an economic injustice millions of families
later that day at a court hearing. The judge decided to
are facing. We've gotten letters of support from Detroit,
give them another month to contest the foreclosure.
Boston and other places.
After the press confer—Jorge Ortiz
ence, a Latino man from
We were working for
the neighborhood, David,
a loan modification for a
told me that he is sick
year. They denied us two
and unemployed and can't
days before they sold the
pay his mortgage. He paid
house at auction on July
$2,000 to a company that
14. The bank bought it at
was supposed to get his
auction. I talked to Fanloan modified, but it did
nie Mae and they laughed
nothing and now he faces
at me, and said the only
foreclosure—as has hapway you can get it back is
pened to a lot of people.
if you win the lottery.
Holly Krig from the
—Miguel Ortiz
Chicago
Anti-Eviction
We need this. My
Campaign told the press
children and I faced evicNews & Letters / Franklin Dmitryev
conference that 100 people a day face evictions in Jorge Ortiz addresses press conference at Rogers Park Community House. tion from our apartment
for a year and won. I've
Cook County.
been living there for 16 years. After a three-day trial,
The press conference was attended by about 50
jurors had sympathy. I got support from Northside Acpeople and was partly a rally too. We chanted in Spantion for Justice and from the community, and I had over
ish and English, including, "Stop all home foreclosures!
400 petition signatures. Now I'm organizing my neighStop all evictions! ¡Aquí estamos! ¡No nos vamos!"
borhood. We're having a workshop to let people know
Several of us at the press conference and tour were
their rights. All this started when I was getting evicted
neighborhood residents. We see the need for this comand I'm still doing it. We need to stand up and fight.
munity house, and we sure don't need another fore—Carol Vialdores
closed house to sit empty here!
—Neighbor/supporter

VOICES FROM THE INSIDE OUT 'Rehabilitative' exploitation
by Robert Taliaferro
On the surface one would think that a rehabilitative concept would be a good thing as opposed to the
prison-building fad of the 1980s and 1990s and the subsequent demonization of people of color.
With the red ink still wet from this prison expansion, the largest contributor to state budgetary deficits
in this country's history, the Prison Industrial Complex
(PrInCom) was left to find new ways to manipulate the
community in order to justify their continued existence.
The answer was rehabilitative programming.
We eventually found that the majority of prisoners
aren't the crazed Black, Brown, Red and Yellow killers
that investors of PrInCom paraded in front of a fearful
public. The majority of prisoners were small-time drug
users and hustlers, deadbeat parents, and other petty
criminals who—due to three strike laws—often ended
up with more time than the crime warranted.
We found that if you were a person of color with a
small piece of crack cocaine, you could lose your soul to
long-term incarceration, while a white convict who sold
a kilo of powder cocaine would be out in a few years.
People who owed a couple thousand dollars of child
support—in some states—spend up to 10 years in prison at a cumulative cost of $260,000 to $300,000, while
corporate and government thieves who bilked taxpayers out of billions get a trip to Club Fed.
It took 100 years for the U.S. prison population to reach its first million, and a decade to
reach its second. Over $60 billion a year is spent
on PrInCom budgets, more than is spent on
health, education, or natural resources.
In the midst of hiring freezes and prison building
moratoriums, PrInCom reinvented itself to pacify angry cash-strapped taxpayers who were seeing prisons
for what they were: financial black holes that had no
real return on the massive investment that was made.
PrInCom patronizes the communities they once
terrorized with fear-mongering, by instituting programs of "social rehabilitation." This is where correctional dollars are now being spent. Unfortunately,
several recent studies have suggested that mandated
institutional rehabilitative programs may actually increase rather than deter criminality. Additionally, few
if any states actually regulate rehabilitative programs.
In states like Wisconsin, the biggest issue becomes
duplication of services. This is where prisoners are
required to enter a program while in prison as a requirement for release, and then required to attend that
very same program in the community once they are released—in essence double-tapping the money available
for such programs. Failure to attend the program in the
community generally results in a return to prison.
One of the new "rehabilitative and community re-

integration initiatives" in Wisconsin requires prisoners, their families and supporters to contribute to a release account by placing 10% of all incoming funds into
that account until it reaches $5,000.
On its face, that would seem like a great idea
until it is recognized that the department itself—
in public records—noted that it would take about
75 years for that to happen with the average prisoner.
As prisoners are not allowed to buy bonds or make
other investments with that particular account, the
so-called "rehabilitative initiative" amounts to nothing
more than a perpetual prison tax initiated by PrInCom
and its banking partner U.S. Bank in Minnesota, which
benefits from the multi-million dollar cash account that
they can use or invest—a perpetual stimulus package
courtesy of Wisconsin's prisoners, families and friends.
The line between social change and socialized theft
is very thin, especially when programs receive money
for the bodies that they place in the programs, rather
than based on the programs' completion rates.
Mario Puzo once wrote, "...a lawyer with his briefcase can steal more than 100 men with guns...." This is
particularly true if they represent PrInCom and their
state correctional supporters.
If rehabilitation initiatives are to be a valuable tool
to change the direction of corrections in this country,
then the first rehabilitative changes to be made, must
begin with the rehabilitation of the state.
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continued from p. 1
from the very possibility of revolution and totally dominated by Cold War politics. At that time Africa boldly
called for a new universal humanism, based upon
solidarity and co-operation between peoples
"without any racial or cultural antagonism, and
without narrow egoism and privilege"—a concept
alien to the ideologists of the developed countries who
were so mesmerized by the Cold War, or so insulated by
racial chauvinism, that they could not hear what was
new and revolutionary in the African struggles against
colonialism.

HUMANISM INSPIRED AFRICAN REVOLT

As the author of Philosophy and Revolution puts
it: "The African revolutions opened a new page in the
dialectic of thought as well as in world history....The
truth is that while 'backward' Africa was charged with
a dynamism of ideas that opened new paths to revolution and looked for new roads to development, the Cold
War reigning in the 'advanced' United States, produced
so pervasive a malaise among bourgeois intellectuals
that they proclaimed 'an end to ideology.'"
The very opposite was taking place in Africa at
that time, and was made historically possible due to
the spontaneous mass actions of the African peoples in
search for new Humanist beginnings which would
unite a philosophy of revolution with the practice of revolution. This desire was not limited to the
intellectuals but was keenly felt and understood by the
masses of the people.
The question is: with such a great beginning, what
happened in less than a decade that caused the African
Revolutions to turn into the very opposite of their original purpose? In exploring this phenomenon Dunayevskaya does not minimize the introduction of neocolonialism into Africa—so tragically expressed by the UN's
intervention in Congo and the murder of Lumumba.
However, she considers the greatest tragedy to be
the internal one, the separation of the leaders from the
led. She points out that: "without masses as reason, as
well as force, there is no way to escape being sucked
into the world market dominated by advanced technologies, whether in production or in preparation for
nuclear war."
Nkrumah and Ghana exemplify how easy it is for
an "underdeveloped" nation and its leaders to slip into
the grasp of neocolonialism once the leaders abandon
the masses, the reason and force of revolution, and turn
to one of the two poles of capital—U.S. or Russia—in
hopes of achieving technological sufficiency.

AFRICAN REVOLUTIONS AND PHILOSOPHY

At this point, the aim of the Revolution shifted from
its original Humanist purposes to one solely concerned
with industrialization, and the leaders began to look
upon the masses as mere labor power. As Dunayevskaya
explains, to understand the internal cause for the retrogression of the African Revolutions, you have to see not
only the contradictory economic relationships between
the developed and the underdeveloped nations, but also
among the developed nations themselves.
The economic sources of neocolonialism are examined by going to the heart of the internal crises of world
capitalism: The falling rate of profit, plus a decline in
the rate of accumulation of capital in the West, makes
any real industrialization of the underdeveloped countries an impossibility. "Neocolonialism is not something
invented by the Communists or the Africans, but is a
fact of existing world capitalism."
However, Dunayevskaya does not end on this note.
Totally aware of the "miracle" of the 1960s, when African mass actions achieved freedom from direct colonialism and thereby shook world imperialism to its
foundations, she emphasizes that the goal of Africans
to dethrone neocolonialism will be achieved through a
new reunification of philosophy and revolution.

Disenfranchisement in Memphis, again

Editor's note: In the Aug. 5 Shelby County, TN,
election, the list of early voters from a previous election
was loaded into the computer. Many voters were turned
away because they were listed as already having voted.
The commission consistently downplayed the problem.
A consultant brought in to investigate said on Aug. 13,
"the seals [on hundreds of the voting machines] have
been removed or are not applied or have been taped
back together with masking tape. They were making
alterations at 4:13 yesterday afternoon to the central
tabulation file that was supposed to not be touched by
court order." On Aug. 19 the election commission certified
the election, despite an ongoing criminal investigation.
Memphis—It's disenfranchisement of voters from
all over the city. They don't know if wrong information
was put in the computers on purpose. People were told
they had voted in early voting and couldn't vote. The
Election Commission said that 5,300 people could have
been affected, though they claimed that probably no
more than 500 were. But how would anybody know the
number when they were turning people away? They
just sent them away. They say it's not enough votes to
affect the outcome, but we need a revote.

They gave some people paper provisional ballots
that didn't list all the candidates. A lot of people
weren't offered provisional ballots. They sat for hours
and didn't get to vote. They weren't told they could vote.
I am working on getting some neighborhood and
other groups to join me to get affidavits. At a meeting
Aug. 10, 400 people came to the Electrical Workers
Union hall. Randy Wade and other candidates asked
for affidavits about what people witnessed. We heard
testimony that, at one point, one supervisor at a
precinct had all votes deleted from the machines.
The Justice Department has been asked to
investigate, but if there's no outcry from the community
they won't do anything. We need poll observers in
Memphis like the observers that go to other countries.
This is not the first time this has happened. It's just the
first time it's widespread. So now they're talking about
a full investigation. I hope they can go back to look
at other elections. With machines, people don't have
a record of how they voted. Anything can be done to
manipulate the votes. These kinds of things have been
happening all along, so it's good it finally came to light.
—Doris Bradshaw
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Civil rights movement win over Prop. 8

Amy Waters

verdict was cause for celebration, a lot of work still lay
Chicago—Proposition 8, the 2008 California ballot
ahead to secure marriage nationwide, as well as an
measure that took away the right to marry for sameend to the other forms of discrimination the LGBTQ
sex couples, was overturned by a federal judge on Aug.
community faces. Matthew Zaradich of LGBTChange
4. He ruled that it violated both the equal protection
noted that it had been a long time since the community
clause and the due process clause of the U.S. Constituhad had some news to celebrate, but pointed out that
tion. Judge Vaughn Walker's strongly worded decision
Illinois still does not even have the second-class stawas a vindication for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans
tus of civil unions, despite years of promises, let alone
and Queer (LGBTQ) equality activists, as it affirmed
marriage equality. Betsy Johnson of Join The Impact
that Prop. 8 opposition drew upon unfounded fears and
Chicago, a mother who has
animosity to treat
both straight and gay sons,
a class of citizens
reminded everyone of the
unfairly, and that
importance of sharing per"moral disapproval
sonal stories in changing
alone is an improphearts and minds.
er basis on which to
The crowd, buoyed up
deny rights to gay
with excitement and determen and lesbians."
mination, set off to march
The
decision
down Michigan Avenue.
is stayed pending
Chanting slogans such as
appeal,
meaning
"This is what democracy
marriages will not
looks like!" and "Two, four,
resume in Califorsix, eight, equal rights in
nia until at least
every state!" the marchers
December. At that
drew cheers from onlookpoint, the case could
ers as they waved signs and
either be refused by
rainbow flags.
the appeals court
Speaking after the
because the official
Chicago march celebrating federal judge overturning California's Prop. 8
march,
Andy Thayer of Gay
representatives
Liberation Network urged
of the state, the
everyone to stay active, pointing out that every civil
California Governor and Attorney General, refuse to
rights movement needs direct action to create momendefend an unjust law, or the court could grant standtum and propel progress. Said Thayer, "A movement
ing and rule, which would send the case up to the U.S.
in the streets is the way that civil rights have always
Supreme Court.
been won."
RALLIES HELD NATIONWIDE
—Amy Waters
All over the nation, rallies to celebrate this decision sprang up, some impromptu, others planned
ahead of time, though the verdict and the date the decision would be issued were unknown until 24 hours
beforehand.
In Chicago, over a hundred people gathered in
by Elise
Daley Plaza at 6 PM that night, despite the short notice, looming rain clouds and huge traffic snarls due
It is still illegal to be Lesbian, Gay or Bisexual
to President Obama's motorcade shutting down part of
in more than 70 nations. Depending on the country,
Lake Shore Drive.
the punishment can be prison or death. Even though
The rally was cosponsored by Join The Impact Chionly 53 nations have anti-discrimination laws, and in
cago, LGBTChange, and the Gay Liberation Network.
26 same-sex unions are legal, this does not mean LGB
Speakers from those groups emphasized that while the
people are not subjected to acts of violence in those
countries.

QUEERNOTES

Fighting 'Millionaires
Against Health Care'

San Francisco—In the late afternoon of Aug. 11,
nearly 300 city employees here and their supporters
rallied outside the Vallejo Street mansion of billionaire Wall Street speculator Michael Moritz to protest
a fundraising party by wealthy patrons dubbed "Millionaires Against Health Care" by the workers. Moritz
is the moneybag behind Proposition B, also called the
Adachi Charter Amendment, which will greatly increase monthly healthcare premiums for city workers.
Public Defender Jeff Adachi is running for Mayor, and
his sponsorship of Prop. B is his price for the financial
backing of Moritz and other super-rich.
If passed, Prop. B will cost each city employee
thousands more, after taxes, in insurance premiums. The increse will be the same dollar amount
no matter what their wages. For Adachi, who
makes more than $200,000 per year, it is nothing,
but for others it will be as much as 15% of their
paychecks. It will more than double the premiums for those with two dependents, some will pay
triple, and it will put healthcare out of reach of
the lowest-paid workers and their children.
Already city workers are under hardship from a
4.5% wage cut, which the city asked for to "balance the
budget." That went into effect just a few weeks before
Prop. B qualified for the ballot. There are also legal
problems, and Prop. B is being challenged in court by
workers and their unions. A decision is expected during
the last week of August.
One city worker, a secretary and single mother,
said, "Wall Street speculators like Michael Moritz
crashed our economy, stole billions from our pension
funds, and then took a taxpayer bailout. Now they want
to take away my kid's healthcare too. Where will these
people stop?" Another worker said, "I do my best to
serve seniors and disabled people, and these cutbacks
don't just hurt us, they hurt our ability to do our jobs
and to provide good service to people. First these millionaires make sure that the government is not funded,
they 'starve the beast,' and then they turn around and
blame the government for not getting things done. It's
a deliberate policy to undermine the public good which
we have to expose and stop." One thing is sure: city employees themselves will not stop until Prop. B is soundly defeated. There's change in the air in San Francisco!
			
—D. Chêneville

***
Hakim Scott and Keith Phoenix attacked with
baseball bats Romel and Jose Sucuzhanay for appearing Gay when the two brothers from Ecuador walked
arm in arm in Brooklyn. While Romel survived, Jose
died. Scott and Phoenix were convicted of assault, Scott
of murder as a hate crime and Phoenix of manslaughter. State Supreme Court Judge Patricia M. DiMango
threw the book at the defendants by sentencing them,
respectively, to 37 years to life imprisonment and 37
years imprisonment.
***
Argentina became the most progressive Latin
American country for LGBT rights by legalizing gay
marriage and adoptions. In Mexico the Supreme Court
ruled in favor of adoptions by Gay and Lesbian couples
in the capital, Mexico City.
***
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Land grab ruins
poor homeowners

Marysville, Washington—People in manufactured
home parks around the country have been losing their
homes—and not because they haven't been paying the
mortgage and/or lot rent. Developers have been buying
up the parks from owners eager to cash in, not caring
about the lives they may be ruining.
Owners who pay thousands of dollars for their
manufactured homes, do not own the land they sit
on. When the park is sold, they are given a year to get
out. Not only are they not getting any money for their
homes, they are required to pay a large sum of money
to have their homes demolished when they move out!
Sara is a woman who lives in a park for those over
55 years of age. These park residents are the hardest
hit because of their age and the fact that some of them
are disabled. She bought her manufactured home for
$20,000 a little over a year ago. The owners stated emphatically that they were not interested in selling the
park.
Now, they may be changing their tune. If the
park is sold, Sara will lose her $20,000, her life
savings, and be required to come up with what
could be thousands of dollars to have her home
destroyed. "I can't afford to pay that," said Sara,
"I'll just have to walk away, leave in the middle of
the night if I have to. And even if I could afford
it, I wouldn't pay to see my home destroyed." Her
feelings are echoed by other park residents who
say that they, too, will just walk away rather than
destroy their homes. Some of the people in Sara's
park have been there for a long time and have
no other place to go. Moving would be a hardship
and many fear they will become homeless.
Manufactured-home parks provide an alternative
to owning a brick and mortar home and to expensive
apartment living. They fill a need for lower-income
housing. After buying her home outright, Sara pays
only $530 per month for lot rent. "Where am I going to
find an apartment for that kind of money?" she asks. "I
can't believe these owners and developers expect us to
walk away with nothing."
In Sara's city, a rezoning drive is under way to keep
all this from happening. Her park is currently zoned
as a "single family dwelling." It needs to be rezoned to
"manufactured/mobile home community only." Presently the park is in danger of being rezoned as "multifamily dwellings." This would open the park up to being
sold. Several other parks in the area have already been
closed. People have the option of moving their homes
to other parks, but there are very few spaces left and
moving their homes is expensive and can damage them.
The county has passed an 18-month moratorium
on the selling of these parks to allow them to research
the situation. They are holding public meetings. But
residents are up against a planning commission and
staff who are not supportive of the new zoning.
Affordable, safe and attractive housing should be a
human right and not something that can be taken away
by those wanting to make money off the land that housing sits on.			
—Suzanne Rose
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After a three-year absence, Tokyo saw the return
of a Gay Pride parade in August. Until this year, the
gay community was unable to organize a Pride parade
because of pressure from conservatives, holding to their
notions of the Japanese traditional family.
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Strikers in China defy capitalism, demand own unions

Guangdong and coastal cities. Workers at state entercontinued from p. 1
prises faced police brutality and imprisonment just for
show of capitalist inhumanity, publicly declared that
fighting for severance pay, but many never found work
13 suicides wasn't that bad in a workforce of 450,000.
again.
Authorities reacted to these strikes at critical
If workers born in the 1990s are what recruitpoints in the economy, aware that, if workers from huners
sought,
they had to contend also with the effects
dreds of thousands of other factories joined the strike
of
30
years
of
the one-child policy and the norm being
wave, it might spiral out of control. The government
an only child. Therefore, even with over one hundred
reacted inconsistently, as if uncertain that repression
million workers actually unemployed, to fill the factocould confine this strike movement.
ries with a second or third genStrikers at Nanhai Honda,
eration of migrant workers, rewho began their strike May 17,
cruiters have had to cast their
were confronted by police lines
nets ever wider.
and later were roughed up by
One prime example is the
ACFTU thugs; then the regime
movement of young Uighur
called off its dogs. The acts of
workers from Xinjiang into
intimidation by the governcoastal factories. This recruitment and by Honda expanded
ment of Uighur workers is not
the strike, especially after
the cause of friction between
Honda fired strike leaders.
Han Chinese and Uighurs so
Strikers have supplemented
much as the result of Han domitraditional means of communination. Jobs created in the excations with cell phone and inploitation of natural resources
Protest
in
Hong
Kong
of
working
and
living
conditions
at
ternet messages, trying to stay
of Xinjiang like oil and natural
Foxconn
one step ahead of government
gas are largely reserved for Han
censorship.
Chinese, who have arrived in
In a surprising development, state-controlled newssuch
numbers
that
Uighurs
have become a minority in
papers and TV covered strikes on the news. Officials
their own land. Taking away grazing land has uprooted
soon changed course again, however, confining coverage
many more, and as a minority people Uighur families
to English-language newspapers not readily available
had been allowed two children under the national popto most migrant workers, who had come from interior
ulation policy.
provinces with fewer educational opportunities.
The recent harsh punishment of Uighurs
COMMUNIST PARTY ZIG-ZAGS
demonstrates the degree to which China's rulThe Communist Party then publicized Premier
ers will go to stamp out criticism. Halaite NiWen Jiabao telling migrant workers in Beijing, "Miyaze was sentenced to 15 years in July for critigrant workers should be cared for, protected and recal writings after the bloody repression of 2009.
spected, especially the younger generation." This is
Three webmasters, Nureli, Dilshat Perhat and
the same Communist Party that has relied on migrant
Nijat Azat, were tried in closed courts and senworkers, precisely because they were "undocumented"
tenced to three, five and ten years respectively
and had fewer rights than local citizens, to create the
earlier in July.
wealth that has fueled the annual double-digit growth
Likewise the Sichuan Court has upheld the fivethat has made China "the world's sweatshop" for two
year sentence for Tan Zuoren, most well-known for putdecades.
ting online a report exposing the criminal negligence in
In fact, until 2008 the largely migrant workforce
construction of schools that collapsed in the Sichuan
at foreign-owned enterprises could join no union at all.
earthquake of 2008. He was charged with "inciting
Since the Labor Contract Law of 2008, the ACFTU, the
subversion of state power." Harsh justice elsewhere
company union for state-run enterprises, also repreputs into relief that the space unexpectedly allowed for
sents foreign-owned plants. But ACFTU has become
workers to strike in China is not a tolerance of dissent
in effect the company union for private bosses too. It
but a fear that repression of strikes might spread them
is the kind of union that Wal-Mart, whose facilities in
and lead to what the Communist Party could no longer
China are "unionized," can like, or at least live with.
control.
Workers at one factory, Foshan Fengfu in Guangdong, which supplies mufflers for Honda, settled for no
more than a 15% raise but with a promise to recognize
as their independent union the strike leadership that
Editor's note: News & Letters carried Olivia
maintained the wildcat strike. This is a challenge to
Segura's family's story in our May-June 2010 issue.
the Labor Contract Law, which currently makes illegal
Their daughter Ashley Sietsema died serving in Iraq
every union except ACFTU.
in 2007, and they were in danger of losing their home.
From the time of the Tiananmen Square MasOlivia's husband, Alberto, is also faced with deportation.
sacre of June 4, 1989, the regime has waged total
Chicago—I would like to thank the people who have
war against every demand for an autonomous
supported my family. Partly because of the publicity we
trade union, anything not controlled by the ACFhave received, we have made a new arrangement with
TU. Yet under pressure both the giant industrial
a bank on our home mortgage. The debts from when
city of Shenzhen and Guangdong, the province
Ashley was killed have been forgiven, and we only need
it is a part of, are reportedly preparing revised
to pay $7,800 for escrow and taxes by Oct. 1 to keep the
labor laws, including language on independent
house. We will be able to pay that. It gave me a lot of
unions.
hope to know that people cared about our situation.
They are responding to the way strikers made a
My husband is still facing deportation charges.
category of the strike committees they created. ComGov. Quinn has said that he would sign a pardon if he
mittees chosen by the workers maintained strikes for
went through the pardon process, but he hasn't signed
as long as two weeks without strike benefits or governit yet. I believe he is waiting until after the election
ment aid. Changes in the law would, for the first time,
because of all the anti-immigrant feeling.
allow workers to choose their own union representaThere's a lot of discrimination against immigrants
tives, but only from a list of approved candidates, overnow. You can feel the discrimination in everyday life.
seen by the ACFTU. What a step back from workers
I have worked for the County for years, but now they
determining their own strike leaders!
are saying that my accent is a problem and telling me
The wave of strikes that halted production at
to take English lessons! And I notice that my son has
Honda and Toyota, and stopped the production lines of
stopped speaking Spanish with me when we go out to
Panasonic and Brother and other leading multinationthe store.
al corporations, has caused concerns for the capitalists
I am working with Juan Torres, who lost his son
and stock markets internationally, which for two dein Afghanistan, and others, to start a new group called
cades have maintained their profits at the expense of
Golden Families for Support and Justice. We will
Chinese workers.
participate in anti-war marches and rallies. We also
These workers are young, many hired in as teenwant to help families get information, receive their
agers, heavily female, and ideally fresh from distant
benefits, legal help and help in political organizing.
provinces, separated from family—and they are supPoliticians and the media are spreading fear.
posed to be under corporate control. The recipe for the
People like Sarah Palin are on 24-7 and, really, why
worldwide "race to the bottom" in labor costs and envishould anyone care about her opinion? I am even more
ronmental and other costs of production makes no alafraid of the Tea Parties than the Republicans. Racism
lowance for workers in revolt.
is really the biggest problem this country has to face.
AN ARTIFICIAL LABOR SHORTAGE
Once you see another person as a human being, then
This idealization of a certain kind of young miyou can change things for the better.
grant worker, from which foreign corporations could
My way of looking at things is very different than
squeeze a lifetime of work in a decade, has created a
it was two or three years ago. I realize now that my
kind of artificial labor shortage and probably aided
own lifespan is very short. I want to leave this world
workers striking at Honda and elsewhere.
knowing that I made a difference for the better. It
There were millions of workers who had lost their
doesn't matter if the world knows about me. I will know.
jobs when the state shuttered Stalin-style state enterI hope that people will come out to support
prises like steel mills and cut the workforce at banks
my husband at his hearing on Nov. 30, 9 AM, at
and other institutions. But these workers were not in
the Immigration Building in downtown Chicago.
line for jobs at the new export-oriented factories in
—Olivia Segura

Immigrants struggle

There is hope that the borders of China will
not limit the movement. The Chinese working
class has become the workforce of "the world's
sweatshop" for global capitalists. That pivotal
position makes Chinese workers potentially the
vanguard of the international working class.
Nowhere is the experience of Chinese workers
more needed than in the U.S. Anti-union companies
(including Honda and Toyota) find right-to-work
Southern states inviting; and, since Reagan, workers
have the fear of being legally replaced by scabs. And
many U.S. workers could see their own union in the
behavior of the official Chinese union trying to rein in
workers. Despite such obstacles, workers at Mott's in
upstate New York have maintained a strike since May
as Dr Pepper Snapple attempts to slice workers' wages
by up to $7 an hour and gut pensions and benefits—for
no better reason than the company expected they could
get away with it. (See Editorial, page 3.)

LABOR AT A TURNING POINT
U.S. workers have much to learn from Chinese
workers if Americans do not buy into campaigns to
demonize them, deflecting blame from the capitalists
who shuttered shops here and moved them to China.
GM and the UAW both joined in a similar campaign in the 1980s blaming Japanese workers for hard
times in the U.S. auto industry. Felix Martin, a GM
worker and an editor for News & Letters, wrote "An
open letter to Japanese workers," which Toyota workers in Japan published. It read in part:
"Today more and more workers are not believing the lies that it is the Japanese worker
who's to blame for this crisis…they know their
jobs are not being taken away by you—they are
being stolen by the capitalists who are trying to
drive down the wages of all workers….The road
to change for us is the same road to change as for
you—a social revolution."
A union representative of ACFTU explained to a
reporter from China News Weekly why they were not
helping workers at Nanhai Honda get a pay raise:
"This is a matter between labor and employers. It is
inappropriate for the trade union to intervene." Workers pushed such unions aside, and labor in China is at
a turning point.

'Peoples Congress'
meets in Colombia

Bogotá, Colombia—On Aug. 7 a new president came
to power in Colombia after winning a dubious election. It was surrounded by accusations and evidence of
fraud. All sorts of media P.R. was rolled out to justify
to Colombians how exactly a candidate—who wasn't by
any means favored in polls—ended up winning.
As opposed to the disenchantment the social movements suffered as a result of the presidential election,
that electoral farce, we're finding our own independent
political path forward in a search to develop democracy.
A solid fact that surrounds the elections is
that more than 50% of the public eligible to vote
did not. This figure is eerily similar to the statistics of poverty. Today, less than 2% of the habitants of Bogotá are upper class while 78% remain
very poor. You could easily conclude from these
numbers that these elections just don't matter to
the majority of people here. They know that regardless of who is elected, they will have to wake
up tomorrow and push a cart around looking for
scraps to sustain themselves and their families.
This is the hopelessness that comes from marginalization, and a lack of leadership and social humanism.
Disillusion isn't all-pervasive. Some are beginning
to organize around autonomous alternatives to official
state power. This July, as a prelude to the bicentennial celebration of the beginning of the struggle for Colombia's independence, representatives of regions and
communities from all over Colombia got together in Bogotá for a "People's Congress." It paralleled the official
Congress and actually passed legislation. The next day
6,000 people marched on the capital in the inaugural
March for Independence, the first time the Left has celebrated a national holiday outside of official channels.
Similar marches happened in all the major cities.
As included in the statement called "Carta de
quienes somos más para el sueño de una Colombia sin
exclusión" (roughly: "We are those who dream of a Colombia without exclusion"), the conference demanded:
An end to the latifundios (large estate/plantations); To
confront injustice; To defeat inequality; End illiteracy
and hunger; Do away with unemployment and so-called
"informal" labor; Make Colombia a sovereign country
where we are equal in our difference; and Start the
work of building an inclusive state and government and
a peaceful country.
—Leo Alcantúz
(Translated from the Spanish by Brown Douglas)

Forum of the Americas

Asunción, Paraguay—The Social Forum of the Americas (Foro Social Américas) in August, had as its theme
Another America Is Possible. Much of the program
was printed in Spanish and Guaraní—the indigenous
language of the region. Several thousand participated
from all parts of Latin America. Besides a major presence from Paraguay—students, intellectuals, women's
activists and a large campesino-indigenous contingent—there were groups of Brazilians, Argentinians
and Bolivians, as well as many from Ecuador, Colombia, and other countries throughout the Americas.
The major focus was self-created activities, primarily workshops, put on by the dozens upon dozens
of different groups in attendance. The range of topics is
too large to list, but included building a people-centered
economy, issues of migrants, campesinos and agriculture, human rights, problems of women and of youth,
original peoples of Paraguay, education questions, social protest analysis of transnationals, cooperatives,
democracy—all told, close to two hundred workshops.
On top of these were cultural events of music, theater, films, and many, many informal moments, such
as a wonderful band from Bolivia, a group of activist
women doing political education through art on women's issues all over the conference grounds. A number
of major panels had activist intellectuals as speakers—
Raúl Zibechi of Uruguay, Anibal Quijano of Peru, and
Raúl Prada of Bolivia—among others, on themes such
as Latin America in Front of the Global Crisis, To Live
Well, and The Rights of Mother Earth. There was as
well the presence of the Presidents of Paraguay, Fernando Lugo, and of Bolivia, Evo Morales.
Indeed, Paraguay as a country signifies the beginnings of Another America Is Possible, as does Bolivia.
After some three decades of the dictatorship of Alfredo
Stroessner, and further right-wing manipulation, the
theology of liberation priest, Lugo, was elected as president two years ago.
However, the real possibilities open for an "Otro
America," could perhaps best be seen in smaller, informal ways. In walking through the large encampment of
Indigenous Paraguayan campesinos one could see and
hear the small circles of informal discussion and debate
being carried out in Guaraní; or the interest shown in
our literature table, with books of Marxist-Humanism
attracting many young Paraguayan activists, as well
as Indigenous from Bolivia and Ecuador, women and
Black activists from Brazil, an Indigenous professor
from the highlands of Guatemala—all interested in
ideas of liberation, anxious for an interchange and the
opportunity to study Marx and Marxist-Humanism.
Perhaps most significant, in terms of a passion for
emancipatory ideas, was the fact that our workshop on
Marx and Marxist-Humanism in Latin America drew
close to 80, including young Black activists from São
Paulo, whose fluency in Spanish was limited, but whose
interest in Marx was vast. Spirited discussion took
place, as it did in our other workshop on the Dialectic
in Latin America, where a young teacher in rural Paraguay wanted to know how the dialectic could be taught
to his students.			
—Eugene Walker

Stop tar sands imports
Chicago—Dozens of demonstrators gathered at a
downtown hotel Aug. 5, where President Obama appeared at a Democratic Party fundraiser, to call on him
to stop the Keystone XL Pipeline from Canada, to halt
the expansion of dirty tar sands oil imports, and to stop
the dumping of refinery by-products of dirty tar sands
oil into Lake Michigan. It was a creative and colorful
contingent, with signs and puppets.
On the heels of the greatest oil spill in U.S. history
in the Gulf of Mexico, and a million gallon oil spill in
Michigan, the U.S. government is still considering a $7
billion investment in the dirtiest fuel source available:
tar sands oil from Alberta, Canada. This oil emits three
times the greenhouse gas emissions of conventional oil
in production alone. The tar sands industry is devastating to local populations, including indigenous and
poor communities whose environment and water will
be destroyed.
We need a different kind of energy future, and the
current plan to double imports of tar sands oil would be
a wrong turn, one we don't need and can't afford. Serious questions have already been raised about the wisdom of this by Rep. Henry Waxman, Chair of the House
Energy and Commerce Committee. Then and now we
say: President Obama, block the Keystone Pipeline!
Our signs calling on Obama to stop these practices
received a very positive response from passersby. But it
was also clear that people were reading them carefully
to make sure they weren't similar to the racist signs of
the Tea Partiers massed across the street. They had slogans like "Where's the birth certificate?" That garbage
doesn't fly well on the streets of downtown Chicago.
One of them crossed the street to argue with us. It
was interesting to hear his theories about a 5,000-yearold planet Earth and the uselessness of scientific
knowledge.
—Participant
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Protests and ruin from oil spill continue
persant Corexit which the FDA head has admitted not
Chicago—The oil released by the explosion and
testing for in seafood samples. Many coastal residents
sinking of the Deepwater Horizon is still fouling the
are reporting skin rashes after contact with Gulf waGulf of Mexico, polluting the environment, harming
ters even when the water appears free of oil. Respiratopeople's health and playing havoc with regional econory problems have also been frequently reported. Those
mies. As the impact continues, so do protests, organizwith rashes are typically being told they have scabies (a
ing and reconstruction from below.
parasitic mite) or a staph infection but testing is not beThe cover-up continues too with the brazen claim
ing done—the hospitals are just giving antibiotics and
of an official report by a government agency, the Nahope things will clear up."
tional Oceanographic and
If the history of the
Atmospheric AdministraExxon Valdez spill is any
tion (NOAA) that 50% of
guide, we can be sure
the oil was gone and that
that cleanup workers are
the rest was "in the proalready suffering health
cess of being degraded."
problems as a result of exScientists quickly assailed
posure to the oil and Cothis misinformation, and
rexit, and for many of them
the report's lead author
the health effects will last
contradicted its conclusion
for years. We can also be
in Congressional testimosure that the companies
ny. A peer-reviewed scienand government will cover
tific study showed that, in
up the toll taken.
fact, a huge amount of oil
The National Center
still lurks underwater. Yet
for Disaster Preparedness
in August it was revealed
undertook the first systemthat scientists at the Univ.
Greenpeace protesters in the UK block one of the Suncor production atic study of the spill's huof South Florida, who had conveyor belts to draw attention to the pollution caused by oil sands
first reported large under- developments in Canada. UK protesters held marches in four regions pro- man impact, finding that
40% of those living within
water oil plumes in May, testing BP's plans to set up tar sands oil extraction in Alberta.
ten miles of the coast were
had been pressured then by
directly exposed; that over one-third of parents reportNOAA and the Coast Guard to retract their statement
ed children suffering physical or mental symptoms as
and keep the public in the dark. Water samples the scia consequence; that income decreased for one in five
entists turned over to NOAA were never returned.
households and one in four fear they may have to leave
BP'S LIES EXPOSED
the area; and that, as with Hurricane Katrina, the
A Congressional investigation also found that BP
greatest impact has been on the poorest.
kept dumping as much toxic dispersant into the Gulf
The response from below is taking many forms, and
of Mexico as it wanted, even after the Environmental
has not vanished just because the oil has been declared
Protection Agency (EPA) ordered it to stop. The Coast
"gone." The Gulf Coast Barefoot Doctors is a grassroots
Guard routinely granted exemptions to the orders. BP
initiative to alert residents, cleanup workers, and vollied to the Coast Guard about how much dispersant it
unteers of the health risks of the oil and dispersants,
had used, and sometimes released first and asked for
and to provide Toxic Survival Kits, something that no
permission later.
one else is doing.
Several EPA staff members, including whistleThere will be a national "Spill into Washington"
blower Hugh Kaufman, have raised concerns about the
rally in D.C. on Sept. 4 and 5. Protests and teach-ins
nearly two million gallons of dispersants used, and accontinue across the country. Here, the Chicago Comcused the EPA of deliberately downplaying its danger to
mittee on the Gulf Crisis has been doing both. The
both workers and the environment.
miles that separate us from the Gulf Coast do not reLes Evenchick, an ecosocialist activist in New Orassure us—and not only because of the oil spill across
leans, told me, "The biggest problem now is the disLake Michigan from us in Kalamazoo.
The committee is calling attention to the global
damage caused by fossil-fuel-based society and the local connections including the struggle here against the
expansion of BP's nearby Indiana refinery so that it can
Bradley Manning, a 22-year-old intelligence anaprocess even more of the especially dirty tar sands oil
lyst who was stationed in Iraq, is accused of leaking a
piped in from Canada. We are part of the coalition that
classified video that showed U.S. troops shooting Iraqi
is making progress toward a Clean Power Ordinance
civilians from an Apache helicopter in 2007. He may
that could help shut down the two coal-fired power
also be charged with involvement in the WikiLeaks
plants that pollute heavily Latino neighborhoods in our
exposure of 90,000+ secret documents from the war in
city.				
—Franklin Dmitryev
Afghanistan.
Photo thanks to Greenpeace
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Support Brad Manning

The earlier leaked video was shocking enough,
showing 12 people gunned down by a U.S. air crew
claiming falsely that there was a firefight in Baghdad,
killing a dozen people including two Iraqis working for
Reuters news agency, and then laughing at the dead.
The new documents from Afghanistan expose war
crimes and underscore the toll taken on civilians. But
the U.S. government is also furious about the shattering of their rosy depiction of the war. The revelation
that the Taliban have used heat-seeking anti-aircraft
missiles, the attention drawn to the support given to
the Taliban by Pakistan's ISI spy agency, the many reports of Afghan government corruption and drug dealing, the widespread use of targeted killings by shadowy
forces working for the U.S. military added up to what
the Guardian newspaper in England called a "portrait
of a chaotic and failing war." The administration and
hawkish ideologues fear that public support of the war
will now fall even faster in the U.S. and allied countries.
Manning faces court-martial and up to 52 years in
prison, even in the unlikely event that he is not charged
for the Afghan war log leaks. The administration has
also undertaken a propaganda campaign attacking
those involved in the leaks as endangering "national
security." The New York Times pitched in with a character assassination piece on Aug. 9 questioning Manning's motives. But all of that is distraction from their
real agenda, which is to protect their ability to deceive
the public and keep a lid on the growing opposition to
their imperial belligerence.
Those who perpetrated the crimes from Bush's invasion of Iraq in the first place to the 2007 shootings
in the Baghdad video are not likely to be punished, but
for revealing the truth Manning is set to be courtmartialed.
Demonstrations have already been held in support
of Manning in New York City, Oklahoma City (Manning being originally from Crescent, Okla.), and outside the Marine base in Quantico, Va., where Manning
is now being held.
Support Bradley Manning! Learn more here: http://
www.bradleymanning.org/		
—F.D.

This collection of 17 writings by Raya Dunayevskaya, founder of Marxist-Humanism in the U.S.,
contains a selection of her vast writings on the theory of state-capitalism, ranging from her original
analysis of Russia as a state-capitalist society in the
early 1940s to writings on the global phenomenon of
state-capitalism from the 1940s to the 1980s.
"Raya Dunayevskaya's essays on the nature of
capitalist and Soviet societies are full of the kind
of scholarly insights and political wisdom that no
one interested in these topics can afford to ignore. A
mind-stretching exercise for those willing to risk it!"
—Bertell Ollman

Order your copy from News and Letters
for only $8.50 plus $4 postage

WORLD IN VIEW
by Gerry Emmett
Not since the large Ku Klux Klan demonstrations of
the 1920s has Washington seen as reactionary an outpouring as the estimated 85,000-100,000 who came out
for television talking head and John Birch Society promoter Glenn Beck's Aug. 28 Tea Party rally. The overwhelmingly white crowd was attempting to bury the
memory of the Civil Rights Movement by choosing the
anniversary of Dr. King's 1963 "I Have a Dream" speech.
The filthy essence of this movement revealed itself
in New York on Aug. 22, where a white mob surrounded
and threatened a Black construction worker they believed to be a Muslim (he happened not to be one) as
part of their campaign against the so-called "Ground
Zero Mosque."
In fact, the proposed mosque would be only one part
of a Muslim community center located a few blocks from
the former site of the World Trade Center. There is already an actual mosque in the area, as well as a strip
club, numerous fast food outlets, and sidewalk hawkers
of souvenirs. Nobody objected to the proposal for the
new community center months ago when it was made,
except for a few ultra-reactionary bloggers.
The "controversy" has been pushed center stage
since by Fox News and racist Tea Party types. The campaign has enlisted Republican Party voices as prominent as Newt Gingrich and Sarah Palin. It is another
sign of how thoroughly today's Republican Party has
been taken over by the most reactionary forces, from
open racists to the conspiracy theorists of the John
Birch Society. It represents the most serious eruption
of the "underworld of history" into American politics,
what Marx characterized in The Eighteenth Brumaire
of Louis Bonaparte as a polity choosing superstition
over enlightenment, prejudice over judgment, and the
past over the future.
The perfect symbol of this trend is Rep. Louis
Gohmert of Texas ranting on television about "terror

Pakistani flood

The worst floods in its known history hit Pakistan
in August. One fifth of the country was underwater as
rivers, swollen by monsoon rains, topped their banks.
The extent of damage is only beginning to sink in.
Over 2,500 people were killed, with another 25 million affected, many now homeless refugees. Fully 2.5
million acres of farmland were submerged, destroying
wheat and rice crops as well as 400,000 farm animals.
Diseases are breaking out in hardest hit areas. In terms
of the number of people affected it is a bigger disaster
than the 2004 tsunami.
In Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa the last 50 years worth of
infrastructure was destroyed. Sindh, Punjab and Baluchistan were also hit hard. Pakistan's government had
to play catch-up with Islamist charities linked to militant groups. As with education or healthcare in more
normal times, the government showed little inclination
to help the people. They offer recourse to prayer, without concrete aid. A Swat Valley schoolteacher expressed
the popular anger: "We have lost everything. We only
managed to save our lives. Nobody has come to us. We
are being treated like orphans, animals."
The vast majority of Pakistani government spending goes to the military and the servicing of foreign
debt. Government failures after the 2005 earthquake
in Kashmir led to growing popularity of the Islamist
organizations. Various Pakistani Left and civil groups
are also collecting aid and deserve to be supported now.
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Mosque battles: history's underworld
babies," which even the FBI denies exist. In classic fascist manner, his language is deliberately outrageous,
meant only to bludgeon and provoke his listeners. It is
also directed at repealing the 14th Amendment, which
guarantees citizenship to people born in the U.S.
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Aug. 22 New York City protest opposing mosque hysteria

With few exceptions, notably President Obama's
belated defense of the constitutional right of religious
freedom, Democratic Party leaders from Howard Dean
to Senator Harry Reid have caved in to the right-wing
frenzy. That has inflamed attacks on mosques around
the country, from New York to Murfreesboro, Tennessee, to Temecula, California. "From California to the
New York island," a shameful tide of hate.
What the hype-driven furor in fact represents is a
coming together of the European neo-fascist Right with
the U.S. nativist Right. It is something that has long
been developing, as prominent racists like Patrick Buchanan and David Duke cultivated ties with counterparts in the French National Front, the British National Party, Belgian Vlaams Belang and others.
Pamela Geller and Robert Spencer, the right-wing
bloggers who have driven the attacks on Muslims, are

France expelling Roma

In a bid for right-wing votes in upcoming elections,
French President Nicolas Sarkozy's government began
deporting Roma. Recently hundreds were put on flights
out of the country, despite European Union rules that
allow for the free movement of citizens. The Roma are
flown to Romania, where they have no economic prospects at all. Romania itself has been hit hard by the
world economic crisis.
The deported Roma are given 300 euros. This is not
enough to establish them in Romania, and it is barely
enough to get them a ticket back to France. Many do
end up legally returning.
This is simply the naked, racist harassment of
Roma designed to appeal to the xenophobic elements of
the French electorate, the National Front voters. With
his unpopularity steadily growing, Sarkozy has decided
to reach out in that direction. It doesn't matter whether
the human problems are solved, only that his government is seen to be harassing and deporting members of
a vulnerable minority group.
Unfortunately, this is part of a pattern of attacks
on Roma throughout much of Europe, from Italy to the
Czech Republic to France today. As French Socialist
lawmaker Arnaud Montebourg stated, "We are moving
toward an official racism."

open in their expressions of support for Slobodan Milosevic's "ethnic cleansing" campaigns in Bosnia and
Kosova. They are attempting to use the 3,000 dead in
New York to justify the 7,000 innocent dead of Srebrenica, and the hundreds of thousands of other dead in Milosevic's Balkan genocide. In truth, for them the only
good Muslim is a non-Muslim, and barring conversion,
a dead one. Geller also openly supports the thugs of the
English Defense League in their intimidation of British
Muslims, and revanchist Afrikaaners.
This extreme, hateful rhetoric followed by violence,
was used by Milosevic, Karadzic and other Serb war
criminals to tear apart the social fabric of Bosnia. It is
just as clearly directed at tearing apart the social fabric
of this country. The attacks on Muslims have coalesced
with the racist Tea Party attacks on President Obama,
the racist and unconstitutional immigration laws of Arizona, and all the other roiling right-wing nativism that
caused Buchanan to hail a "new white nationalism."
This is a struggle that goes to the heart of what
kind of society we wish to live in. The mass of reactionaries who descended on Washington Aug. 28 have all
but spelled out their declaration of civil war. It is up to
us now to answer this challenge.

Obama's wars continue

Iraq—Despite the "withdrawal of combat troops"
at the end of August, almost 50,000 supposedly "noncombat" U.S. troops remain. The State Department
also proposes adding several thousand private security
forces, the Blackwater type, augmented by armored vehicles, Black Hawk helicopters and the like. How long
such forces will stay in Iraq is unknown.
The deeper tragedy is the state of Iraq after years
of U.S. occupation, especially the people's lives. The recent "democratic election" led to a no-government stalemate for over five months. The number of war-related
deaths each month remains a propaganda football, with
the true number unknown. It is well into the hundreds,
with continuing suicide bombings and attacks on Iraqi
government troops and civilians. Despite billions of dollars, the infrastructure of the country is in shambles.
Electricity, potable water, healthcare, etc., are all sporadic. The number of people internally displaced and
forced into exile runs into the millions. A report, "Cancer, Infant Mortality and Birth Sex-Ratio in Fallujah,
Iraq, 2005-2009," found a substantial increase in birth
defects and rates of cancer following the massive firepower used there by U.S. Marines in 2004. What other
"legacies" will the U.S. leave the Iraqi people?
Afghanistan—General Petraeus wasted no time
in his new post as commander of the "Afghan surge"
before he announced that he is not there to preside over
a "graceful exit." This was no general speaking out of
turn, but the view of the Commander-in-Chief. After
all, the U.S. occupation is reaching new heights in the
number of troops in place and of U.S. deaths.
The tragedy is in the lives of the Afghan people.
Civilian casualties at the hands of the U.S. occupiers
and their NATO allies soared, despite supposed precautions. The barbarism of the Taliban continues unabated as they brutally attack any, particularly women,
who defy their strictures. A couple who sought to live in
an independent manner was recently publicly stoned to
death. Far from the Obama-directed occupation being
a way to protect the Afghan population, it strengthens
the Taliban's false appearance as defenders. Only authentic Afghan self-determination can bring down the
Taliban.				
—Eugene Walker

NEWS AND LETTERS COMMITTEES

Who We Are And What We Stand For

News and Letters Committees is an
organization of Marxist-Humanists that
since its birth has stood for the abolition
of capitalism, both in its private property
form as in the U.S., and its state property form, as it has historically appeared
in state-capitalist regimes calling themselves Communist as in Russia and China. We stand for the development of new
human relations, what Marx first called
a new Humanism.
News & Letters was founded in 1955,
the year of the Detroit wildcat strikes
against Automation and the Montgomery
Bus Boycott against segregation—activities which signaled a new movement from
practice that was itself a form of theory.
News & Letters was created so that the
voices of revolt from below could be heard
unseparated from the articulation of a
philosophy of liberation.
Raya Dunayevskaya (1910–1987),
founder of the body of ideas of MarxistHumanism, became Chairwoman of the

National Editorial Board and National
Chairwoman of the Committees from its
founding to 1987. Charles Denby (1907–
83), a Black production worker, author
of Indignant Heart: A Black Worker's
Journal, became editor of the paper from
1955 to 1983. Dunayevskaya's works,
Marxism and Freedom, from 1776 until
Today (1958), Philosophy and Revolution: From Hegel to Sartre and from
Marx to Mao (1973), and Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, and Marx's
Philosophy of Revolution (1982) spell out
the philosophic ground of Marx's Humanism internationally, as American
Civilization on Trial concretizes it on the
American scene and shows the two-way
road between the U.S. and Africa.
This body of ideas challenges all
those desiring freedom to transcend the
limitations of post-Marx Marxism, beginning with Engels. In light of the crises
of our nuclearly armed world, it becomes
imperative not only to reject what is, but

to reveal and further develop the revolutionary Humanist future inherent in the
present. The new visions of the future
which Dunayevskaya left us in her work
from the 1940s to the 1980s are rooted in
her discovery of Marx's Marxism in its
original form as a new Humanism and
in her re-creation of that philosophy for
our age as Marxist-Humanism. This is
recorded in the documents on microfilm
and open to all under the title The Raya
Dunayevskaya Collection—Marxist-Humanism: A Half-Century of Its World Development.
Dunayevskaya's philosophic comprehension of her creation and development of Marxist-Humanism, especially
as expressed in her 1980s writings, presents the vantage point for re-creating
her ideas anew. Seeking to grasp that
vantage point for ourselves and make
it available to all who struggle for freedom, we have published Dunayevskaya's
original 1953 philosophic breakthrough

and her final 1987 Presentation on the
Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy in The Philosophic Moment of Marxist-Humanism (1989), and donated new
supplementary volumes to the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection. News and Letters
Committees aims at developing and concretizing this body of ideas for our time.
In opposing this capitalistic, racist,
sexist, heterosexist, class-ridden society,
we have organized ourselves into a committee form of organization rather than
any elitist party "to lead." We participate in all class and freedom struggles,
nationally and internationally. As our
Constitution states: "It is our aim…to
promote the firmest unity among workers, Blacks and other minorities, women,
youth and those intellectuals who have
broken with the ruling bureaucracy of
both capital and labor." We do not separate mass activities from the activity of
thinking. Send for a copy of the Constitution of News and Letters Committees.

